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Abstract
The support that design can offer to public policy making has
been largely discussed in recent times. The role of service designers has switched from producers of outcomes to enablers
of action platforms for public and private subjects (Manzini,
2015). On the other side, a wave of civic engagement in public
matters has been observed and sought by both citizens and
public servants in a variety of countries. Although these practices are consistently pursued in specific contexts and are not
explored in others, that are denoted in this thesis, as ‘weak
contexts’. The author of this study aims to consider this lack
of experimentation as a challenge for designers. She aims
to explore why certain contexts are less favourable for those
practices and which system and strategies would build the
premises to allow the mentioned experiences. These principles will be condensed into guidelines for practitioners to lead
the creation of the system and to suggest the most preferred
design strategies enabled by it.
The ‘weak context’ considered in regard to this study, is China
and the city of Shanghai, whose premises will inform part of
this research.

Key words

weak contexts, social capital, transformative
design, social change, design for public services,
guidelines
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1.1 Research questions
and the significance of the study

Nowadays a constellation of global subjects is developing design-based
organizations and initiatives that attempt to bridge citizens and policy
makers to achieve collective solutions (Staszwoski, Selloni, 2013; Mulgan 2014).
Considerable literature has been produced regarding this topic with
the aim to present the reasons according to which design is a significant driver to convey different actors in designing and delivering public
solutions (Bason, 2010; Mulgan, 2012; Christiansen, 2013).
The reason that underlies these practices is due to two phenomena typical of the contemporary historical moment that encourage a more innovative and designerly approach to policy making: the global financial
and social crises leading toward welfare withdrawal (Calderini, 2015)
and the growing trend of social innovation with the idea of design as
enabler of social change.
The lack of active public policies raised the level of dissatisfaction in
people claiming for a more efficient system that could be able to respond to contingent needs.
Jasper Christiansen (2012) states ‘these types of challenges and problems are illustrating the limits of welfare services bound within 20th
century models, based on an assumption of the state delivering services to passive citizens or commissioning specified solutions to well-defined problems’, people demand for an inclusive and active role in services creation since the context is complex and uncertain. This implies
how new practices of policy making should include experimentation
and design as approach.
Building upon the existing knowledge, the focus of this study gives particular attention to the context in which this kind of experimentation
is happening.
Indeed, ongoing initiatives that happen all over the world, are actually
eager to start or to be successful in certain specific areas (countries or
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cities) where the premises allow those design practices to exist. In relation to the present article, we will define those places as ‘strong context’
presenting a certain socio-cultural background. On the contrary, ‘weak
contexts’, in a first simplistic definition, will be those countries where
the premises for these practices to happen are lacking, despite there is
often a greater need to change the systems underlying welfare services.
Therefore, according to the latter considerations, the research questions upon which this study is built, can be stated as following:

-Is there a possible system for weak contexts that could enable design practices to
convey different actors in designing and delivering public solutions?
-If any system could be possibly enabled,
which design strategies and tools could be
readapted and framed within it?

These questions have to be considered
as open queries that will need, continuous experimentations to reach more
satisfying solutions. Indeed, the answers given in this study are limited to one kind of weak context and
need more complete and worldwide attempts.
The main significance of this research is to bring the evidence of the
lack of experimentation in weak contexts to the attention of experts
and academics, in the hope to generate more practice around the topic.
In order to explore these questions in the next chapters, at first, it is
important to give a clearer definition of ‘weak context’, which factors
determine it and to introduce why the Chinese situation is the one considered in this research.
Following, the author will present why and how weak contexts should
change into strong contexts exploring the concept of civic engagement
and transformative de-sign. Afterwards a focus on the possibilities of
change in China is due together with the presentation of knowledge
gathered in the field.
This section will be followed by specific design practices and the relative analysis that will allow the introduction to possible outcomes of
the present study.

1 Introduction / 1.2 Research framework
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1.2
Research framework
Transformative
participation
WEAK CONTEXT
China as
FEATURES
weak context

Need to build ties
Bonding
Bridging
Linking

Lack of Social capital
Need to build ties

Bonding
Bridging
Linking

CONTEXT EXPLORATION

Who are the
key actors?
Which are the
actual premises?

Field research through:
Citizens
Experts
Change makers

System map

DESIGN PRACTICES

SCENARIO

Toolkits

Where is the
positive deviance
in a weak
context?

How is this
possible to
achieve through
design practices?

Transformative design

Labs activities

Informal networks
and Positive deviance

How do they impact
social capital?
How do they build ties?

TOOLS, MODELS AND
RELATIONSHIPS

Which practice and
strategy can be
re-adapted for
weak contexts?

GUIDELINES FOR
PRACTITIONERS

2.
Weak contexts
and design problems

2 Weak contexts / 2.1 Defining weak contexts
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2.1
Defining weak contexts
The challenge of this chapter is to build an agreeable definition of
‘weak context’ starting from the empirical evidence and then leveraging on more academic concepts.
At first, it could be described as opposed to ‘strong context’, where
most of the experimentation happens, and that is made up of all those
countries or areas where there is a clear demand for a high welfare
standard, a strong culture of participation, an attitude to collaborate in
collective processes and an assessed culture of design and of de-sign
for social change.
Therefore, the places that are poor in these fundamental characteristics will be classified as ‘weak contexts’.
From this starting point, it is possible to frame a part of this topic
within the re-search track that regards the literature about social capital. Indeed, the above listed features which define ‘strong contexts’, the
ones that include participation and collective processes, can be partly
grouped in this capital or cluster of attributes and attitudes owned by
a community.
Hence, a weak context has an inadequate level of social capital and
of applications of design for social change. The lack of these features
have to be recognized as affecting widely other factors such as welfare,
politics and wealth.
In the next paragraph a brief overview of social capital theories will
be given together with how this concept can inform the main topic of
the present thesis.
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2.1.1 Theories of social capital
In the history of social science and political science, scholars have
been giving different definitions of the concept of social capital (Coleman,1988, 1990; Putnam, Leonardi, Nanetti, 1993; Putnam, 1993,
1994, 1995, 2000; Fukuyama, 1995, 2000; World Bank, 1998; Paldam & Svendsen, 2000; Helliwell, OECD, 2001; Woolcock, 2001;
Alesina & La Ferrara, 2002). Despite that the most respected denotations are attributed to Coleman (1988, 1990), Putnam (1993, 1993a,
1994) and Fukuyama (1995, 2000), a crowd of academics have contributed and enriched this definition putting this notion at the centre
of a vibrant debate.
Putnam described social capital as referring to those “features of social life, networks, norms and trust that enable participants to act together more effectively to pursue shared objectives” (Putnam, 1993b).
Therefore, it could be said that in weak con-texts usually people don’t
tend to act together to accomplish collective purposes that makes it
difficult to share common visions and to achieve them.
For these reasons, social capital is a concept deeply dependent on
relationships among people which are at the base of design for social
innovation (Granovotter, 1973; Manzini, 2015).

- Features of social life, networks,
norms and trust that enable participants to act together more effectively to pursue shared objectives

Coleman (1988) was the first to introduce the idea
of social capital as expression of social ties defining
it as ‘the component of human capital that allows
members of a given society to trust one another
and to co-operate in the formation of new groups and associations.’
Thus, the existence of relationships is a key factor not just to create associations but also it ensures a solid network of people ready to
collaborate (Fukuyama, 1995; OECD, 2001). This idea implies high
levels of trust among members of society and between people and institutions, enough to take action together.
Hence, the ties are built both with peers and with established organizations also responsible for the preservation of those relationships.
Indeed, the notion of trust is a strong component to measure social
capital (Paldam & Svendsen, 2000). The formula ‘social trust’ defines
both interpersonal trust and civic engagement assessing the two-ways
interaction (Putnam, 2000; Blind, 2006).
On the contrary, likewise activities enabling civic engagement can
strengthen social cohesion and generate a well-functioning society really important for trust, low crime and sense of responsibility for common issues (Jochum et al., 2005).

2 Weak contexts / 2.1 Defining weak contexts
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The iterative circle where each factor influences the others can lead
to a strong and consolidated society with a high level of social capital
purely if the activities that enhance trust and engagement are triggered
and not held down.
In a community, the presence of association amid people with similar
or different interests is an indicator of people’s trust and engagement
since it is due to the existence of horizontal ties with an agreed purpose
(Putnam, 1993a). The richer is the associational life the higher the level
of democracy is (Putnam 1993b) since people would agree on common
interests to demand for.
Thus, the present study wants to bring attention, in particular, on
the high meaning of these relations when conveyed in participation
in political institutions and the effect they have on the quality of life
(Helliwell, 2001; Morrone, 2009).
It has been argued that societies with high levels of social capital are
likely to have a higher quality of life than the ones with low social capital (Coleman, 1988, 1990; Putnam, 1993, 2000; Inglehart, 1999). As
stated previously, this is due to the ties among people which allow them
to demand for shared objectives focusing the resources and efforts toward them (Kavenaugh, 2005). Indeed, a community with strong civic
and participatory traditions is more inclined to have a successful government as well as a successful economy (Inglehart, 1999; Roth, 2006;
OECD, 2011), ‘whereas a weak and un-civic minded society would
only foster a corrupt government and lead to a cycle of poverty’ (Putnam, 1993).
Therefore, social capital enhances economic growth by improving
the functioning of public institutions (Alesina and La Ferrara, 2002)
The latter statement offers the occasion to introduce a definition of
‘weak context’ through the relation among social capital, government
and economy. The authors present the idea of a cycle where these three
parameters can be framed. Thus, the way each factor influences each
other is based on the mentioned relationships enabled among members of the society and with institutions.
In particular, the ties in a strong social capital community are described as horizontally built. On the other hand, vertical ties are the
ones regulating contexts with poor social capital since there is not direct, peer-to-peer encounter with institutions and people are related
through official entities instead that through the community (Putnam,
2000).
It is possible to give another attribute to these relationships which
enlarges the understanding of such context. Granovotter (1973) introduced the concepts of weak ties and strong ties, where the formers are
the base of a functioning society and the latter, instead, contributes to
separation and lack of collaboration. Indeed, strong ties are the ones

2 Weak contexts / 2.1 Defining weak contexts
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created within families and kinships and tend to be exclusive with
outside groups. A society in which these kinds of relationships prevail
would have less chance to be cohesive and inclined to civic engagement than a community in which weak ties are prevalent. Therefore,
weak ties are established among people from different groups and they
tend to be inclusive rather than exclusive allowing the agreement and
the pursuit of common purposes (Granovotter, 1973).
As it will be explained with the Chinese case, the prevalence of vertical ties over horizontal ties, and of strong ties over weak ties in certain
contexts leads to another set of factors that are part of the above mentioned cycle of distrust and absence of collaboration: state authoritarianism, subsidiarity, scarce welfare state and income inequality (Morrone et al., 2009; OECD, 2011)
Given the information collected in this paragraph it is possible to
state here a prop-er definition of ‘Weak context’ acknowledging its features as the ground of the following research and design process. The
definition could be
stated as following:

- Countries, cities and neighbourhoods in which there
is a considerable lack of social capital defined as “features of social life, networks, norms and trust that enable participants to act together more effectively to
pursue shared objectives” (Putnam,1993) or, from a
political science perspective “community engagement
and participation in political institutions.” (Morrone,
2009) considering the lack of these features as the main
cause for the malfunctioning of such institutions (Alesina and La Ferrara, 2002).

For the essence
of the study it is
important to underline the cycle
that from absence of horizontal ties leads to low welfare state and vice
versa. Depending on how these relationships are fed there would be a
different effect on the functioning of society and on the quality of life.
With the knowledge assessed in this chapter it is possible to extend
the research question to:
> How is it possible to feed the ties that build this cycle through design practices?
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2.2
China: a weak context
In this paragraph a specific weak context will be
introduced
and it will be the field of study for the
- The prevalence of vertical ties
over horizontal ties, here, has been research and for the design concept.
documented by Chinese and west- Why China? The first reason that made the author
consider China as subject of this study is due to her
ern scholars and is one of the main presence in the place and the opportunity to interact
indicators of weak social capital. closely within this context.
The second reason is the presence of factors that,
as presented in the following lines, can compare China to South European countries with similar attributes, thus, creating a study that can
be applied to a wider context.
It would be necessary to understand how the different factors defining weak context fit in the Chinese case and how this situation can
inform the overall study.
The prevalence of vertical ties over horizontal ties, here, has been
documented by Chinese and western scholars and is one of the main
indicators of weak social capital.
This study is not going to enter into the specifics of historical and
political causes that led the social structure of this country being vertically structured and that positioned the State as an omnipotent entity.
The present research doesn’t disregard it, although it would need a
wider in-depth analysis that it is purposely excluded from this thesis.
Since this topic is not the focus of the research, it will be treated shortly
that has not been intended to be a superficial analysis.
This study starts from the actual situation of the Chinese society and
is going to present the relationships existing among the different actors and how these could be changed leveraging on the local current
opportunities.
The authoritarian position of the State brought, on one side, to an

2 Weak contexts / 2.2 China as weak contexts

internal ill-functioning due to corruption and clientelism, on the other
side it impacted on the existence of civil society and social responsibility (Fulda, 2009).
People have developed a strong dependence on State aid often being
incapable of providing solutions by themselves, considering as an example the provision of the iron rice bowl to every citizen for daily use.
‘the individual’s capability to take over responsibility and the willingness to act in the spirit of solidarity are still rather underdeveloped.
‘(Fulda, 2009)
This justifies a lack, in the recent ages, of bottom-up association and
of a sense of responsibility that holds the State back in giving more
power to society. Thus, it led to a gradual disengagement and to the
lack of a spirit of solidarity (Fulda, Weitz, 2009).
The disengagement explains the consideration that people have of
the idea of citizenship seen as a foreign concept (Harris, 2002) where
obligations prevail over rights (Pei, 2010)
The excessive subsidiarity, derived from the predominance of vertical
ties, has brought the building of a rudimentary welfare state that has
supported income inequalities and a poor social justice (Fulda, 2009).
Although, the weakness of social capital in China is not just due to
political or economic reasons but also to traditions in civil society and
to the basic relationship present among people of said society (Fulda
2011). Indeed, Chinese relationships are mostly based on high parochial trust (Wengang, 2004) or strong ties amid people that, as already
mentioned, are supportive of low social capital and poor ability of engagement in collective movements.
Acknowledging the Chinese context and its premises, the definition
of ‘weak context’ can be enriched as following:
“Countries, cities and neighbourhoods in which there is a considerable lack of social capital defined as “features of social life, networks,
norms and trust that enable participants to act together more effectively to pursue shared objectives” (Putnam,1993) or, from a political science perspective “community engagement and participation in
political institutions.” (Morrone, 2009) considering the lack of these
features as the main cause for the malfunctioning of such institutions
(Alesina and La Ferrara, 2002).
The key factors that determine weak contexts are: poor civil society,
prevalence of vertical ties over horizontal ties (Putnam, 1993; Mou-
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zelis, 1995), state authoritarian-ism and interventionism (Santos,
1994), excessive subsidiarity (Kazepov, 1999), which all brought to
the constituency of a rudimentary and low level welfare state (Liebfried, 1992; Ferrera, 1996; Andreotti et al., 2001).
At the same time, these contexts are subjected to a national and international pressure to innovate welfare state and public policies. (Lei,
2014; Fulda,2015; Yu, 2012).”

3.
Transforming weak
contexts
- In the previous chapter, the
author has introduced the concept of social capital and the
‘cycle’ of factors that influence
each other and determine the
ability and the willingness of a
community to act together toward a shared objective. It has
been shown how China can
be a valuable subject for this
thesis since it presents most
of the characters specific to
‘weak contexts’, that means
poor social capital as much as
a scarce welfare state. It has
been demonstrated that ties
are the key element understating the mentioned structure
and they are the most tangible
component and also the ones
on which it is possible to act
(Putnam, 1993; Granovotter,

1973; Kavenaugh et al., 2005).
The aim of this chapter is to
present the importance to act
on these ties and how the existing design literature that has
already treated this practice
can be informed with further
thoughts relative to the weak
context.
Following, the author will
present a first path of how the
attitude to civic engagement
of people in weak contexts
should be enhanced, through
the understanding of what civic
engagement means and which
are the elements involved in
this complex matter.

3 Transforming weak contexts / 3.1 Civic engagement
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3.1
Civic engagement and
transformative design
3.1.1 Civic engagement: a literature review
The topic of civic engagement has been widely debated in academic
literature even though the theory has over-exceeded the practice and
most of it could be considered purely guesswork judging the intrinsic
grounded nature that this topic should have. (Cornwall, 2008)
Nevertheless, here this subject will be investigated on the basis of the
notions useful to inform the present thesis.
For convention, it will be presented along three different moments:
how it is possible to engage, which is the role of the main actors and
which is the main purpose for participation to happen.
The idea of consistently engaging with citizens in public matters was
proposed for the first time, in a designerly mind set, by Herbert Simon
(1969) in his ‘The Science of artificial’ where he argues ‘Perhaps we
should think of city planning as a valuable creative activity in which
many members of a community can have the opportunity of participating - if we have the wits to organize the process that way’.
Although, in the same year, an American scholar named Sherry Arnstein was al-ready talking about possible ways to participate in public
decision-making according to the reasons and to the roles of citizens
and policy makers during the participatory activity.
Her model is framed in the shape of a ladder properly defined as
‘the ladder of citizen’s participation’ and it presented three grades of
interaction that common citizens can have with decision makers: from
passive to tokenistic until a full citizens control (Arnstein, 1969)
The ladder has been a cornerstone for the literature about civic participation and as the basis of other models. Indeed, Pretty’s model follows a similar gradual structure where at the bottom there is manipu-
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lation and at the top self- mobilization (Pretty, 1995).
Slightly different is the model of Sarah White (1996) where modalities of engagement are distributed according to the reasons that the
two parties would have to participate, for instance, with a functional
aim or a transformative goal.
For each of these models there is always a tension between a negative situation (where decision makers avoid or exploit citizens’ participation) and a positive situation (where residents have a prevalent
role in the decision making and there is a common purpose of social
growth and change). ‘Self-mobilization’ or ‘citizens control’ in any case
seems to be the ‘nirvana’ of engagement (Cornwall, 2008).
Fung’s model, instead is a cube that connect the different kinds of
participants, the different ways of speaking, hearing, and exchanging
information and different levels of empowerment. (Fung, 2004) It is
more of a three-dimensional system where the different parameters
can change according to the situation and are not depending on a
gradual and unique condition.
Although, if we were to apply some of these models to contexts previously de-fined as weak, it is possible to delineate the current situation
and the desirable direction to pursue a change.
In such a context the current situation may vary from a manipulative to a tokenistic participation where the state has a predominant
position and citizens have a low influence on decisions. The aim of this
study is to understand how to shift these relation-ships more likely to
what Arnstein defines as ‘partnership’, the first step of empowering
participation, that means avoiding a manipulative and tokenistic state
but, at the same time, averting the unrealistic purpose to reach citizens
control and self-mobilization.
Notwithstanding, defining the modality doesn’t preclude choosing
who is going to participate even though it may establish the roles in
advance.
The people involved in participatory activities can have the role of
enablers or the role of participants, or also, present themselves as facilitators. And, even though, when their role is defined it is important to
state the influence and the empowerment related to it.
Being the government and being an enabler means understanding
the importance of participation or also the opportunities for visibility
and tokenism. In the 2000 Franz Fischer, in his ‘Citizens, Experts and
the Environment: The Politics of Local Knowledge’ asks for ‘meaningful non expert involvement in policy making’ and tries to demonstrate

3 Transforming weak contexts / 3.1 Civic engagement

‘how the deliberations of ordinary citizens can help solve complex
social and environmental problems by contributing local contextual
knowledge to the professionals’ expertise’ (Fischer, 2000). Thus, he introduces the idea of citizens as expert of their own context, as a knowledge resource, defining in one expression their role and the function inside the process that means, worthwhile to include in the public design
process to provide better outcomes.
This is a first recognition that will bring experts to consider citizens
more and more as an active subjects disposed of creative resources.
While Fischer seems to look the topic in the case that policy makers are the enablers of participatory practices, Dan Shapiro (2005) attempts to tackle the question from experts’ point of view as considering
them as enablers of participatory activities. He starts from the practice
of Participatory Design (PD) and claims a chance for apply it to ‘large
scale systems’ or the public sector. Even though ‘there is still a high
failure rate in these practices indeed on one side ‘PD community seem
mostly reluctant to become engaged in such developments’ and on the
other side ‘It will be difficult to persuade governments to take on this
experimental strategy’ (Shapiro, 2005). Despite these issues he presents the interesting idea of community of designers as active organism with a specific enabling role.
In the same year, Melissa Leach, Ian Scoones, and Brian Wynne, in
their work Science and Citizens (2005): Globalization and the Challenge of Engagement, a more bottom-up perspective is introduced
with a study about ‘how citizenship is claimed and rights are realized
through the agency and actions of people themselves’, trying to explore
‘locally rooted struggles for more inclusive forms of citizenship, […]
the politics and dynamics of participation in new democratic arenas.
(Leach et al., 2005). This third perspective presents the case in which
citizens would enable such participatory processes and where they are
seen as active and ‘thinking’ subjects. Although, when speaking of civic
participation, most of people who take part in associational life tend
to be those with higher socio economic status, the well-educated, employed and affluent.
Dan Shapiro states the failure rate of PD community to apply these
practices in governments. Similarly, when acting in weak contexts, on
one side the state is incapable, reluctant or poorly suited to supporting or practicing citizen engagement (Davies, Simon, 2012) and on the
other side, citizens would lack in action to claim a more inclusive citizenship.
Furthermore, residents are not used or trained in engaging with public policies. They can express their opinion or apply their own skills to
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find solutions for an issue, they can discuss about collective topics. Although, they generally lack of a systematic mind-set to constantly deal
with public policies in a neutral, time and cost-saving manner. Since ‘if
communities are to have a substantive role in the design and planning
of their physical environment, then they must have the capability to do
so’ underlying the necessity for a capability building to design and to
deal with government (Dong, 2013).
On the assumption that in weak contexts both parties fail in enabling such practices, a middle entity should be responsible for the enhancing of these experiments and for interfering in the relationships’
cycle. These function can be accomplished by hybrid ‘new democratic
spaces situated as they are at the interface between the state and society; as intermediary spaces, conduits for negotiation, information
and exchange.’ (Cornwall, Coelho, 2007). Despite the acknowledgement of the failure of citizens and public managers as enablers, these
space should not figure themselves as antagonistic spaces but rather as
compliance realities aiming in influencing effective actions and lever
aging on efforts ‘from above’ and ‘from below’ (Gaventa and Robinson,
1998).

- New democratic spaces situated as they are at the interface
between the state and society; as
intermediary spaces, conduits for
negotiation, information and exchange.’

Despite pros and cons of citizen engagement in
public policy discussed in the academic field and introduced above, the amount of practices developed
from this literature is fairly reduced to temporary
experiments, pilot projects or lightly impactful initiatives.
In October 2015, an article titled ‘Democrat- Cornwall, Coelho, 2007
ic design experiments: between parliament and
laboratory’ published by T. Binder, E. Brandt, P. Ehn and J. Halse,
con-firms the wide literature developed about participatory design for
democratic application however it states how PD has been ‘stuck in a
marginal position as it has wrestled with what has been performed
and accomplished in participatory practices’ And proposes a new direction in which ‘participatory design may be reinvigorated as a design
research program for democratic design experiments’ so encouraging
a more applicative approach.
The above mentioned model of S. White (1996) proposes a participatory pattern based on the motivation and the goal that urges the different parties to engage: from nominal to instrumental to transformative purposes. The reasons of involvement are relevant to be clear in
order to design the processes of engagement in advance.
A citizen could decide to participate for different interests such as
a feeling of solidarity for the community, the possibility to influence
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a decision or for material incentives (MacCarthy & Zald, 1977). The
same thing could be said for policy makers who can decide to participate for functional reasons or because interested in a deeper change.
These goals must be considered as deeply rooted and contingent to the
relative context and can vary throughout the time and the occasions.
From the perspective of practitioners, the purpose of participatory
activities is of-ten distinct between participation as a means, often
equated with ‘instrumental’ participation, and participation as an end
in itself, what has come to be regarded as ‘transformative’ participation
(Cornwall, 2008).
The latter concept is frequently presented as a dichotomy between all
those participatory activities and attitudes enhanced for purely functional purposes (such as saving money and resources) and all the practices with a clear aim of civic empowerment.
Despite participation could be useful to achieve certain objective with
a lesser expense of time and money, also a one occasion of participation
with these premises would be impracticable in a weak context if not
framed in a bigger plan of transformation.
It would be impossible to be achieved because residents of those places are not ready as much as policy makers and in order to accomplish
what mentioned previously, ties building for weak context, it is important to act through a plan of radical transformation.
Indeed, the term ‘empowerment’ has been inflected along diverse
meanings and associations. It could be described as a process where
people can gain: … power over (resisting manipulation), power to
(creating new possibilities), power with (acting in a group) and power from within (enhancing self-respect and self-acceptance) (Samman
and Santos 2009).
In this chapter the author has presented a wide overview of civic participation as means to strengthen social capital, explored who are the
enabling actors and their intrinsic motivations and goals. This knowledge has been looked with the filter of weak con-text and its related
premises.
The next chapter will introduce a more rooted motivation that justifies why empowerment or ‘transformative participation’ are fundamental elements for weak contexts and how design practice can pursue
it.
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3.2 Transformative
design and transformative participation
This chapter is aimed at understanding how transformative participation can impact in weak context and how design practices can be
addressed toward this aim.
This study is included in the research of transformational design,
a definition introduced by Burns, Cottam, Vanstone, and Winhall
(2006), associated with work within communities for social change,
but also with practices within organizations to introduce human centred design approaches (Sangiorgi, 2011).
The past years, academics have assisted to a radical shift in the practice of service design where the focus moved from the outcome to the
means to achieve a societal change (Sangiorgi, 2011). Indeed, design
for services in its complexity of interactions and touch-points is able,
more than other discipline, to frame the convoluted nature of collective
problems.
The shift has been happening toward different kind of transformation such as to support a sustainable and collaborative society and
economy (Jegou & Manzini, 2008; Meroni, 2007; Thackara, 2007) to
suggest new behavioural models and as part of the wide debate on
the redesign of public services and the welfare state (Bradwell & Marr,
2008; Cottam & Leadbeater, 2004; Parker & Heapy, 2006; Parker &
Parker, 2007; Thomas, 2008).
.
This vision considers design as transformative in its ability to shape
new solutions, defining tools, skills and organizational capacity for indepth change (Burns, Cottam, Vanstone, and Winhall, 2006).
Relatively, collaborative service models have investigated the transformative role of design as a means to build a more sustainable society
and to impact on communities and social innovation (Jegou & Manzini, 2008).
Manzini (2015), considers ties among people as central in the dis-
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course of change, especially in the context, of what he defines as collaborative encounters. Thus, design culture is able to understand those
encounters and, due to it sensitivity, can imagine and help to imagine
new ones. Here the idea of design as ties builder and as enabler of occasion of change through relationships fostering.
The role of expert designer changes here from individual producer of
physical outcomes to an active subject with its special skills, abilities,
culture and vision of the world, able to build action platforms and systems for citizens to meet and generate societal transformation (Manzini, 2015).
In relation to what has been introduced about design as a means of
continually responding, adapting and innovating, the topic of transformational design and participation will be put in relation with weak
contexts

3.2.1 Transformation and empowerment
As previously agreed, the practices aimed at transformative participation may en-sure a deeper change for the case of weak contexts,
indeed they need to be designed in order to guarantee that the collaborative encounters and ‘the practical experience of being involved in
considering options, making decisions, and taking collective action to
fight injustice is itself transformative’ (Manzini, 2015; Kay&Tinsdall,
2013).
The empowerment of the actors who take part in collective actions,
defined as a greater confidence in their ability to make a difference,
could be also distinguished as: subjective empowerment, when people
feel to have more power of action with the impact of raising their willingness for future activities; objective empowerment, when citizens are
effectively having an impact over a decision as an evidence with the
result of encouraging people to participate more collective activities; de
jure empowerment, when the influence that people have over a decision is established by the law (McLean&Andersson, 2009).
Although, defining empowerment in these terms is not satisfying
since it doesn’t give indications on what is effectively changed or ‘empowered’.
Hence, Hart (2008) states three different possibilities as effect or
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goals of transformative participation: an empowerment for the people
involved in terms of skills and networks, the impact on the decision as
outcome of the activity, a broad societal transformation in results of
the first two.
The latter objective is a key concept for weak contexts since, the actions which will transform the cycle of relationships need to be planned
on a broad and long term scale. As previously mentioned, one-occasion participation doesn’t transform participants’ attitudes.
Therefore, the practice of civic engagement has been presented as
a way to transform people and societies keeping them engaged and
interested in collective issues.
Although, the ‘areas where inequalities are the highest and most
entrenched, and where one would like to implement participatory
approaches in order to correct them, are also those where these approaches are least likely to succeed.” (Platteau, 2008)
Cornwall (2008) argues that the factors which are essential for
change are a ‘wide spectrum of popular movements and civil associations, committed bureaucrats and inclusive institutional designs…’
Hence, both authors seem to state that if a culture of participation
isn’t already embedded in a community it is difficult if not impossible
to introduce it in those contexts. And for it to be successful, a joined
effort ‘from above’ and ‘from below’ is required (Gaventa & Robinson,
1998).
Thus, as above cited, the transformation needs to regard, at first, the
cycle of relationships introduced when speaking of social capital in
weak contexts.
Acknowledging these opinions, the question here lies in how would
it be possible in those environments to change the cycle of relationships and raising the ability and willingness of people to act together
toward shared objectives (social capital)?
At this point it is necessary to reintroduce the concept of ties defined
both horizontal or vertical and strong or weak.
Therefore, it is important to state that social capital is mainly based
on three kinds of relationships: bonding, based on strong ties within a group of citizens, bridging, based on weak ties between different
groups of the community (Granovotter, 1973; Putnam, 2000), and
linking, based on vertical and horizontal ties between groups and formal institutions (Woolcock, 2001).
Thus, these three actions could be defined as cornerstones to act on
social capital. Despite weak contexts mostly lack of formal networks a
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possible strategy would be to foster bonding, bridging and linking relationships of informal communities, groups or networks which are in
the most favourable position to boost them and to allow higher levels
of social capital for a broader group.
This strategy will be better discussed in the next paragraph even
though it is fundamental to take in consideration that a transformation
cannot be expected to generate change overnight, especially in more
fragile democratic contexts. There is a long and arduous process that
occurs between the time when people feel powerless and marginalized
and when, perhaps many years later, they are cooperating with the
government. (Davies, 2012; Cornwall, 2008)
As already mentioned, it involves efforts ‘from above’ and ‘from below’ (Gaventa and Robinson, 1998). From within the authorities, the
political will to convert professed commitment to participation into
tangible action must be pursued. And ‘from below’, strategies are needed to build and support collectivities that can continue to exert pressure
for change (Houtzager and Pattenden, 1999). Both of these processes
take in-vestment, time and persistence.
This chapter has illustrated how service design has been addressed
as means for social change even though this shift enlarged the sphere
of competence of design to a more organizational and community action research field. Here, designers don’t have enough background
knowledge to act into, thus, they need to recombine their capabilities
and skills. The present research wants to inform this literature through
a contextualized study and the proposal of relative systems and strategies.
Indeed, few principles can already be stated as leveraging designers’
skills and capabilities to build action platforms to enable transformative
systems, to transfer those skills and to foster vision and imagination.
Nevertheless, it has been considered that it is not always easy to accomplish participatory activities without a tradition of collective action.
Hence, it is important to assess this attitude through different actions:
acting over the existing ties among groups of citizens and policy makers, leveraging on groups and networks with favourable positions to
achieve a broader change, choosing transformation and social change
as main goal of collective activities when enabled.
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3.3 Informal networks
and positive deviance
In the previous section the author has suggested to leverage on
groups with a favourable position to bridge and link actors and generate a gradual transformation in those communities.
Who can actually be these key groups?
According to the contextual research presented in the next chapter
and to different scholars arguing about weak civil societies, some opportunities could be enlisted here.
Indeed, in reference to the situation in Greece, also considered as
a weak context, Sotiropoulos (2004) argues that a scarce social capital and poor formal networks are juxtaposed to relevant informal
networks not often measurable in terms of associations. Informal networks are those daily contacts and exchanges who people of different
communities have. About this subject, Putnam (2000) differentiates
the leaders of strong civil society as ‘machers’ and the people limited to
informal networks are defined as ‘smoozers’.
Although these networks are inefficient by their own and they have
the necessity of being conveyed into more structured actions.
Therefore, on the other side of informal networks, within un-civic
societies, it is possible to spot weak formal groups that act even though
having a low power of action and a low popularity. These groups are
all those grassroots communities and organizations gathered to solve
local-based problems or to represent a small group of people.
These groups may or may not have the ability to convey the previous
mentioned informal networks into framed actions depending on the
participants and on the established shared goals.
The few of them who have a better motivation for transformation
and social change and may already act toward that aim, can be defined
as the change makers, champions or trailblazers representing the third
opportunity to act in weak contexts.
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These groups represent the positive deviance of weak contexts, namely the different positive behaviours already present among a group and
that can be used as leverage to trigger a broader social change without
intrusive interventions.
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linking

Positive deviance is a concept used by social workers, community
builders and designers who work on field and it has been consequently
turned in an approach of thinking and interacting with communities.
Uncommon behaviours of certain individuals enable the practitioners to find better solutions to problems with local resources and challenges1.
Positive deviance and change makers are important for enabling
transformation in any kind of context, although for weak contexts they
are fundamental and the role of practitioners is to be part of them and
to boost their bonding, bridging and linking.
Nevertheless, these networks are usually isolated and not known by
citizens although they are important spaces or contexts where change
can happen.
As Andrea Cornwall points out, there are “spaces that people create
for themselves” that have “an entirely different character from most
invited spaces” (Cornwall, 2008)
Spaces that people create for themselves, whether networks of neighbours’ movements, have an entirely different character from most invited spaces.

bridging

bonding

1 Basic Field Guide to the
Positive Deviance Approach
http://www.positivedeviance.org/

Chart 3.3a
Visualization of the 3 level of
relationship that impact on
social capital

4.
Informal networks
and opportunities in
China

In the previous chapter, the
author has introduced the concept of social capital and the
‘cycle’ of factors that influence
each other and determine the
ability and the willing of a community to act together toward
a shared objective. It has been
shown how China can be a valuable subject for this thesis
since it presents most of the
characters specific of ‘weak
contexts’
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4.1
Movements of change
in China
The previous chapter presented the idea of informal networks and
of positive deviance as key element and space for change to happen in
weak context.
This section aims to enlighten those opportunities in the Chinese
context whereas presented previously in this study, there are difficult
premises to achieve a social change through collaborative and collective participation.
Although, in the past few years there has been a tension between the
state policies to preserve stability and the growing social movements
of people asking for major inclusion in public decisions (Yu, 2012; Lei,
2014)
These movements have been observed to be focused on single issues
such as environmentalism resulting a big focus in urban movements
indeed citizens are more and more willing to defend their environmental welfare (Lei, 2014). Although, these movements stop short of challenging state authority (Cai, 2006).
Different reactions to these social movements from the state have
fallen into tokenistic actions or just non meaningful participatory activities attempts (Zhao, 2010), such as the EIA environmental act where
a public consultation is considered ‘de jure’
These attitudes have been reinforced by the widespread lack of skills
and willingness of local officers to take enable participatory activities
(Lo, 2009).
These examples, despite they represent failed attempts, have demonstrated the existence of a segment of the population willing to be part
and to enhance radical change.
In urban areas homeowners, private entrepreneurs, retired soldiers,
students and intellectuals have been identified as drivers of social
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movements (Xiao and Kong, 2011; Yu and Zhao, 2006) also connected through the internet, stressed as an enabling plat-form, which is
found to promote information exchange and the organization of collective actions (Li and Li, 2013; Yip, 2011; Yang, 2005). Indeed, social
networks have helped to shape a collective identity Increasingly, online
networks serve as a powerful communication tool.
Most of these people present a high degree of education being part
of the prospering middle class nonetheless feel the need of an earlier
ethos about the value of collectivism (Lei, 2015).
The development of NGOs and volunteer groups in China has started to help em-powering local communities to find innovative solutions
to their problems. (Rebel, 2012). Although, these realities are often imported and felt as external or imposed from outside (Fulda, 2015).
This leads to a reflection upon one of the key actor or positive deviance for the Chinese context: university’s role as local hub of innovation and transformation.
These contexts, due to their nature, are deeply respected and supported by local governments. On the other side, they are the hub where
citizens get in touch with inter-national knowledge and social innovations encouraging civilians to participate in collective affairs, and helping to form a sense of self-governance. ‘The past several years have
already seen social innovation playing an increasingly important role
in the development of China, and there are some noticeable trends for
the future. Social innovation will become an essential cooperative
platform for the State’ (Lei, 2015).
From the crowd of high-educated and high-motivated citizens, another movement has been detected: the generation of small independent realities based on research and intellectual circles attempting to
find solutions for local problems. Although, they are still a small and
undefined attempts to find the right path for echoing their actions and
to have an effective impact on society.
This chapter has highlighted the occasions and the opportunities
that China, as a weak context, could leverage on to spot the positive
deviance able to incubate mechanisms of change. Despite the lack of
substantial action enabled by the state, there is a big bottom push driven by well-educated people asking for transformation and inclusion.
A note should be added to this reflection that disregards political
causes: due to the size of this country, it is difficult to enable and accomplish top-down changes that evidently have to be triggered in a
much smaller reality.
The next chapter will present a specific context, Shanghai and the
possibility to enable design practices at the district or zone level

4 Informal networks in China / 4.2 Field research
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4.2 Field research:

detecting informal networks in
the Chinese context
4.2.1 Designing the field research
In the previous chapter, different opportunities regarding the Chinese context have been highlighted such as social movements, universities as knowledge hub and small independent groups.
To gather information from the real subjects, the city of Shanghai has
been considered as main research field where all the above mentioned
elements are present and active as opportunities of change.
The first step of field research has been to get in touch with those
realities to test the level of potentiality they actually have in generating
transformation through service-system design. An important requirement for which these initiatives have been chosen is their nature to be
local-generated actions since the focus of transformation has to be relative to Chinese society and its intrinsic relationships. Nevertheless, in
the city of Shanghai, due to the high presence of international people,
various initiatives regarding social innovation have been promoted also
by foreigner actors. Those could be an interesting reality for a debate
about how they can influence the Chinese movements although they
are not considered in this research for the reasons previously provided.
Moreover, a limitation to this study must be recognized due to the
limitedness of the language that has been a consistent barrier to reach
more realities and the relative information.
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4.2.2 Research questions and the matrix
of actors
The author planned to gather the essential insights to inform the design outcomes of this study through investigation on field.
At first the three degrees of actors where considered: policy makers,
experts and citizens. However, reaching a deeper acknowledgment of
the context, each category has gradually included several types of characters.
Policy makers, for instance, vary consistently according to the level
of competence and responsibility they are assigned to. In Shanghai,
below the city council there is a variety of levels that comprehend the
district government, the ‘jiedao’ committee as a section of the district
and the ‘jiedao jiuhuiwei’ as section of the ‘jiedao’. This strictly hierarchical model allows the division of such a big territory into small
competences easier to manage. Although it makes complicated the understanding of who has which influence and decisional power in a certain area. As gathered from the following re-search, the entity whom
citizens mostly refer to is the ‘jiedao’ being a middle way between the
dimension of the area and the respective decisional power, indeed, it is
the organism to which the final planning of the field research has been
addressed.
The experts, instead, can differ from academics, professionals and
change agents. However, in the course of this study, this term will refer
to mostly academics and professionals and several times the reader
will find those term signifying each other. A separate consideration
will be made for change agents who have revealed to be different category of actors with different roles from academics within the system
of change and the field research has been re-planned according to this
acknowledgment.
Regarding the cluster of citizens, as already anticipated in the previous chapters, it is possible to roughly individuate two groups of citizens who will be not further narrowed in their specificities in regard
of this thesis and they will be referred in a simplistic way mainly as:
average-high educated people and low-educate people. This classification will be followed by general characteristics describing the characters included in them. Of course, this systematization doesn’t mean
putting a sharp line among these groups, on the contrary it is willing
to avoid further categorization of such a complex society. The aim is to
examine purely the extremes of this context as subjects that re-quire
major consideration and then allow to extend the outcomes to middle
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ground characters. Additionally, these labels have been often used in
the Chinese literature that regards social movements and participation
(Yu and Zhao, 2006; Xiao and Kong, 2011; Lei, 2015)
If necessary the specific categories of people will be treated differently
if, in the course of the study they result to have a specific role (e.g. students, workers…).
The specific occasions of field research will be presented according to
a time based order to explain the evolution of the study and the significance of the insights.
Apart from the selection of subjects to which the research has been
addressed, the choice of specific tools used to collect and analyse the
insights should be introduced.
The first two explorations have included single persons as experts
specifically investigated through a direct interview. A survey has been
proposed to a wider group of people definable as high-educated residents. Low-educated citizens have been investigated with a different
tool useful to gather information on the street.
At last a questionnaire has been designed and forwarded to policy
makers of jiedao. Although it didn’t get the desired results since no officers has filled it in. In the specific section, based on this experience
different reasons and assumption will be considered as insights.
The specific recordings of each activity of the field research has not
been reported here in the extended version, on the other end, they have
been presented in a short version that sums up the key questions and
the key information.
Each section will report the specific key learnings gathered from the
experiences and they will be read according to two factors: the information revealed about the cur-rent situation, the current feelings and
relationships; on the other side, possible directions, recommendation
and visions for the future.
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Siping forum

Street DHQ

Survey

Street interaction

Siping project

DingHaiQiao community

Interview

Interview

Citizens

Experts

General policy maker

Policy makers
Questionnaire

Table 4.2a
Matrix of actors
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4.2.2.1 Interview to MingJie

The interview in a nutshell:
> Which is the interaction of residents with your interventions?
-Residents point out really practical matters that regard their
own private context
-These kind of events are planned as a promotion for future activities
-People feel that some of the interventions are far from their
ordinary life
> Which is the relationship you have with policy makers?
-Local policy makers (jiedao) are available to meet the organizers and provide funding and other resources because they respect
the university environment. They would probably take part in
other activities in the future
- If the design is safe, policy servants are able to totally support
it; that is a sign of how their relationship is really smooth
-Policy makers think really practically and want immediately to
know about the funding and the management of a project. They
are not interested in innovative things as much as researchers
and designers are.

Where: Siping Community, Tongji University, department of
design
Who: MingJie, is a design researcher and planner of Siping
community project, she managed a community design-based
event and some workshops with residents to attempt co-design
practices.
The aim of the interview is to mainly understand the outcomes
of these experiments and the current relationships the different
actors have.
The main research question can be stated as following:

Image 4.2.2.1a: Zhu MingJie
during the interview

- Which is the relationship among
university, local policy makers
and local community?

> How do people usually interact with policy makers?
-The existing systems of communication between policy makers and citizens is not enough. There are two directions: the antagonistic interaction and the mailbox. They are both useless and
ineffective to achieve impact and a better system should be enabled.
-No one wants to take responsibility for different systems
-Young people don’t have time and interests to actively participate
-Some people around (30-40) use the district website to access
to some service

4.2.2.1.1

Key learnings

From this interview the main information that emerges about
residents is the lack of capability to participate in activities that
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4.2.2.2 Interview to Chen Yun

are different from their daily ones even though the Siping community project started a process of building trust. This may suggest
the idea that an environment familiar and closer to them would be
more comfortable to allow participation.
The key information about policy makers regard the strong relationship university has with them and the availability to support
design projects in terms of resources. Although, two limitations
emerged: the lack of investment on innovation and on risky projects and the absence of direct interaction with people. For the first
point there is a need to constantly show the effective impact of a
project with quantitative data.
Despite citizens are willing for better channels to interact with
policy makers to communicate their problems, there is a lack of
pro-activity from top-down side.
Young people are said to not have time to participate in possible
community activities but they have a strong attitude in being part
of online communities and they are motivated to be part of the
change.
As conclusion of this section it is relevant to state that, despite
the Siping community has a strong action based approach and it
presented attempts in interacting with citizens, there is an evident
lack of a deep knowledge of individual stories and a superficial
analysis of community’s problem.
Image 4.2.2.2a – Chen Yun
during the interview

Where: DingHaiQiao community, YangPu district
Who: Chen Yun is a journalist and researcher who founded
DingHaiqiao an art-based independent community willing to
have an impact in the neighbourhood where the community is
settled. This place has been known to be a poor popular area with
a past tied to Mafia and an unstable present. The community
she founded is self-funded and driven by well-educated people
coming from different parts of Shanghai and interested in having
some sort of impact on people’s lives.
Nowadays the community intakes different activities even
though it is still not aimed at in tackling a specific issue. They
organize services for residents but also meetings about more general topics with experts who join the talks.
The main research question has been framed as following:

- How do you act bottom-up to
create change in a local community?
The interview in a nutshell:
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4.2.2.2.1
>How do you manage the internal dynamics of the community?
-We meet once or twice a week to discuss about the next project
or bigger topics mostly regarding urban change
-Just when participants make the effort to join an offline meeting it is possible to create change together
-It is difficult to find people who want lead a project spontaneously. It is necessary to assign the leadership
-It is really important that the change starts from a group of
people not from just an individual
> How do you relate with residents?
- In China the society doesn’t offer any alternative to consuming, entertainment, work and family and even though there are
many online groups they don’t work well as offline because people
don’t put enough effort into them. It is really important to organize things with high frequency so people can feel that something
is happening. An example would be to copy consumerism mechanisms where promotion is everywhere and at every time.
The residents don’t know how to engage and what to say. They
know how to enjoy but not how to take part. In general, people
still don’t feel there is a need to change and they don’t feel responsible for things out of themselves. It is crucial to spend time with
people if this doesn’t happen people will start to spend time in
conventional organizations like institutions or commercial environment and there will not be any change. We are trying to present ourselves as the third option.
It is important to make weak community felt, sensed, understood and memorized.
> How do you deal with local policy makers?
-Institutionalized logic is very difficult to deal with. Nowadays
there are not channels to communicate with policy makers apart
than violent interactions but they hardly get to have any impact.
If there is not a preparation of changes from the bottom there is
not a way to change.

Key learnings

The information emerged from this interview regard multiple
aspects of dealing with citizens and with the context.
Regarding the internal dynamics that rule the community, it is
interesting to point out the importance of being place-based and
gather people physically somewhere to enable an effective collaboration.
One problem is the difficulty to make someone being responsible for a project and the necessity to assign leadership to participants in order to achieve concrete goals.
In regard to interactions with residents, it is fundamental to
spend time with them and go where they usually spend time since
people are not used to different kinds of activities apart from their
daily ones. The change agents have to look more appealing than
consumerism to engage people in a change process. This implies
continuous interaction with residents through frequent activities.
If people don’t know how to engage a more comfortable and
familiar environment has to be offered to them.
To make a community being felt and sensed, people have to
be involved in activities that trigger their sense of belonging and
their attitude to collaborate. To achieve this the practitioners,
have to personally go to residents, to keep the door open, and to
have programs based on the local community.
Regarding the institutionalized logic there is a need to present
the public decision making as an activity closer to people that they
are able to intake.
One of the key learnings given by the observation of the environment and the characters is that change agents lack of skills and
of a bird-eye view on the issue since they are really close to people
that tend to view the problem as an individual matter more than
a common issue.
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4.2.2.3 Survey for the Siping community

-Influencing

public policy
making.
一起来参与民
生政策的决定

中国以及其他国家地区正有一些组织正
在积极参与和学习如何帮助百万民众解
决复杂的民生政策问题

Where: Siping community forum has been a one-day event organized by the university and other organizations with the topic of
urban and rural communities.
Who: mostly high educated people were present at the forum
with a particular interested in communities.
The main research question has been framed as following:

这项统计调查是一项硕士论文的课题之
一。由同济大学 设计创意学院 所提出和
开展的.
这项研究调查是完全匿名的。
所有的信息只会被用作学术研究目的。
参与者的身份不会被显示。

Image 4.2.2.3a: A person
filling the questionnaire

An anonymous paper survey has been - How would you influence
distributed to the people present at the fo- public policy making?
rum. The survey was divided in four main
categories useful to investigate the topic: personal information,
role as citizens, perception of issues, possibility of engagement
This tool was also produced in an online version and distributed
on the web.

表单在线

Image 4.2.2.3b: The first
page of the questionnaire
filled by participants.

民意调查 填写，谢谢！
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> The survey’s results in a nutshell:

Chart 4.2.2.3a: Demographic
data about the participants
of the survey

The participants of the survey were 30 in total, 22 women and
8 men mostly aged between 25 and 34 years old (22 people) or
younger from 18 to 24 (6 people) just 2 were older than the average 35-44.

The majority of people reported to have a master’s degree or
more (17 people) and of the remaining no one declared to have
a lower education level than a bachelor’s degree. This data is particularly relevant in accordance to the answers about possibilities
of engagement since they represent a specific segment of the population.

Chart 4.2.2.3c: the answers
of participants to the question: ‘Have you ever attempted to communicate an issue
to public institutions through
some of these channels?’

To the question ‘Have you ever attempted to communicate an
issue to public institutions (jiēdàobànshìchù, ju wei hui...) through
some of these channels?’
Most of the participants showed to have never take action, 8
declared to have interacted through social app, 5 through personal meeting. It has been considered that some participants are part
of projects with a social aim where they need to deal with policy
makers.

Chart 4.2.2.3b: the level of
education of participants

Chart 4.2.2.3d: the answers
of participants to the question ‘Why did you communicate with public institutions?

The reason for interaction was mostly to suggest a solution, 9
people, or to inform about a situation, 8 people, an equal amount
declared to have contacted policy makers to complain about a
personal or a collective issue.
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Of all the participants, 14 were not sure about the outcomes of
these interaction, 6 defined it unsatisfying, and 4 thought it was
useless. In the section about ‘possibilities of engagement’, to the
question ‘Imagine having the possibility to influence public decisions more concerning the issues you feel closest to. Which of
these situations would you want to take part in?
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Chart 4.2.2.3e: the answers
of participants to the question.

Chart 4.2.2.3g: the answers
of participants to the question above

Chart 4.2.2.3h: the answers
of participants to the question above

The highest number of choices have been assigned to web platform to be better informed (18) and to take part in the implementation of the solution (18). A slightly lower scores goes to co-design workshop to plan together. At the bottom of the preferences
lie the public consultation and the forum.

Chart 4.2.2.3f: the answers
of participants to the question above.

The reasons to take part to such experiences has been declared
to be mostly ‘for solidarity’ (18) or ‘to impact on the decision’ (12).

To the question ‘how likely do you think this is to happen’ and
why?’ People had to choose a score on a scale from 0 to 5
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The following answers scored 1-2 the possibility for further engagement with policy makers for the following motivations:
1-2 no people is pushing it toward realizing
1-2 citizens are not given the opportunity and their opinion are
neglected
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4 design intervention
The following answers scored 4-5 the possibility for further engagement with policy makers for the following motivation:
4-5 I don’t know it just sounds so real
4-5 I know more and more citizens will join, we will do it

1-2 the government doesn’t put enough efforts and willingness
on it

4-5 People demand current trends

2 people have different demands and it seems impossible to fulfil
all of them, so it is hard to make it in practice

4.2.2.3.1

2 People context-rich, one must disagree need representatives
to discuss
The following answers scored 2-3 the possibility for further engagement with policy makers for the following motivations:
2-3 it lies in the difficulties of cooperation with the local governments juweihui. I’ve never met people of juiweihui not knowing
any of them. I guess they don’t care about the community because
they don’t live in the area
2-3 the exploration just began recently
3 Public institutions and the public need to communicate more
and more intensely
3 Already some existing realities
The following answers scored 3-4 the possibility for further engagement with policy makers for the following motivations:
3-4 we fight together to improve the life in our neighbourhood
with people from different research background discussing and
looking for solutions. To some extent, the government needs these
professional people or citizens more than us to give constructive
suggestions
3-4 it needs high participation of public and a acceptance of the
government

Key learnings

Despite the quantitative data recorded in this survey, the sample is too small to be able to use them, indeed the purpose of this
survey has been the collection of qualitative data and a deeper understanding of ‘high-educated people willingness and readiness to
take part in further transformational processes.
-Most of the participants don’t have a culture of interaction with
public matters due to law restrictions and their negative past experiences
-High educated people showed to be quite open to take part to
more democratic processes such as an online platform, a co-design workshops and participation in the implementation of the
solution.
-Unexpectedly, lots of people see a more inclusive policy-making
processes happening in a near future. However, people declared
to wanting more interaction with decision making through design
or experts filters more than a direct contact with policy makers
(co-design workshop over public consultation). They demonstrated a trust in experts and design tools. This data is relevant
for a future system since it describes the conditions and the actors
with whom citizens are more likely to participate.
-Although they express the readiness of citizens in contrast with
the lack of willingness of policy makers to cooperate.
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4.2.2.4

-Unexpectedly, most of people were completely available to
discuss about the topic despite their being unfamiliar with such
questions.

On street interaction in DingHaiQiao

Image 4.2.2.4a;: street interWhere: Ding Hai market area, YangPu district
Who: low educated people running low income businesses are actions in DingHaiQiao area
the ones who’s this area is mostly composed of. They are affected
by different issues starting from poverty and poor hygiene street
conditions
The research question has been framed: - How do people interact if

offered the possibility to talk
about community issues?
How: questions to trigger decisional behaviours and role changing-on the web.
The exploration has been carried through a simple tool, a card
with two easy questions, aimed at testing the understanding of
people of their own issues and the availability to discuss about it.
Sections: for my neighbourhood I would like... If I was a policy
maker I would…

Image 4.2.2.4b: tools used
for street interactions in
DingHaiQiao area

-The outcomes regarded mostly their complaints about the absence of policy makers and the poor situation of the area (dirt,
disorder...), housing problems, officials abuse.
-They were aware about the problems but they expect the intervention from the government and don’t imagine themselves
being part of decision making processes due to their commitment
to the business and feeling inadequate.
An antagonistic relationship has driven their relationship with
policy makers
4.2.2.4.1

Key learnings

A set of issues is presented in the following lines as a synthesis
of the present field research and also from the previous informa-
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tion gathered in the desk research.
> Self-Expression
People are scared to express themselves and claim for their own
rights.
> Authority
Citizens feel the government as unique authority.
They feel inhibited and suspecting when the government or its
officials are involved in some initiative
> Distance
People feel that it is impossible to access the language and the
world of policy making. Policy servants and governments are the
only entities to be perceived as only managers of decisions and of
public context.
> Negative experiences
People have had unfulfilling or antagonistic experiences of interaction with public entities (they think it is useless)
> Top-down
Citizens expect problem to be solved top-down by policy making structures
Citizens don’t feel responsible for collective interests
> Individuality
People are focused on individual interest (money-making and
career) more than public ones. People are strongly tied to families
and not to communities
> Young people/old people
Young people feel further from public matters than old people
but they are more connected, higher educated, close to the change
and to international environments.
> Virtual communities
Young citizens have more social relationship online than offline.
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4.3 Chapter summary:

a scenario to generate change in
weak contexts
In the previous chapters, the concept of transformative design has
been discussed and also a possible strategy for weak contexts to allow
it to happen. The concept of informal networks and positive deviance
have been introduced and also the field research aimed at exploring
this field in China has been presented here.
As conclusion to this chapter, and as first outcome of this thesis, or
answer to the first research question, according with the information
collected and previous conclusions, a scenario or system map would
be here introduced as possible system enabler for design strategies in
weak contexts.
There are few premises gathered from previous chapters on which
this scenario is built upon.
The key consideration regards the main aim of this paper: to enable
relationship between citizens and policy makers. It has been proved
that establishing channels for direct interaction is ineffective and counter-productive since citizens feel often detached from collective issues
and it is unrealistic to leverage solely on their motivation to generate
change and on their capabilities; civilians are focused on individual
problems and don’t see the need for major transformation; in the past,
they have had bad experiences in dealing with policy makers that generated a mechanism of distrust and diffidence making more difficult to
gather both actors in common activities; on their side, policy makers
have shown scarce interest in citizens’ issues being an indicator for discarding their first initiative as enabler for change.
These factors bring to an evidence: to allow the building of relationships and interactions among citizens and policy makers there is the
need of a third actor.
Thus, university’s role is not going to be just the one of facilitator
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within an existing system but, its role is to enable such a system and
being cornerstone where the interests and the needs of the other stakeholders are catalysed and transformed in concrete experiments.

4.3.1 Considerations on the field research
A large number of considerations have been brought up as consequence of the field research that has been focused mainly on two questions: the interaction of the personas with the topic of engagement in
policy making and the relationship among all these different actors.
These two main investigations defined both problems and opportunities.
The following charts give a clear vision over the highlights of the field
research according to these two questions and, through a crossed analysis it is possible to define few key points important for the building of
the following system map.
From the cross analysis it is possible to state who are the key enablers of a possible system and which is the role of all the other actors.
Also, according to the existing relationships it is possible to understand the dynamics of the system map and how each actors can be
part of this network.
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Low-educated
citizens
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High educated
citizens
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Academics

Trailblazers

Policy makers

Position

They want

better quality life,
a better future
for their children
wealth. They want
a change for themselves

high quality life,
career and development; they want
the change but they
think to not have the
skills to pursue it.
and that policy makers are careless

to generate measurable
innovation. They want
the change framed in a
research project

social change,
They want to dedicate their own time
to enact the change.

They say

to feel far and abandoned by policy
makers, although
they still expect them
to act top-down.
They don’t want
and have time to
take responsibilities

to be open for more
participatory activities using non-political schemes and
languages

to see possibilities
for more citizens’
engagement
to happen, although,
initiatives are just at
the beginning
and will take time
and responsibility to
succeed.

citizens don’t know
how to engage and
they don’t feel the
need to change.
spending time with
them and giving
identity to the community is a way to
start

They need

facilitation to claim
better conditions
and to be able to
engage;
increased sense of
citizenship,

facilitators and tools
to be part of the
change,
increased sense of
citizenship,

a bottom-up perspective for a deeper
knowledge of
problems;
a reason and a context to experiment

an echo of their actions among citizens
and institutions,
more concrete
tools to enact the
change.

Table 4.3.1a: Relationship
with the topic of engaging in
public policies and services

social stability,
They want to keep
the people under
control through
tokenistic actions
(persuasion);
to feed their reputation through political
promotion; to enact
cost-saving efficient
interventions

a better knowledge
of citizens’ needs
and city conditions,
to be accompanied
by experts toward
a growing engagement
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Low-educated
citizens

77

High educated
citizens
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Trailblazers

Academics

Policy makers

State of
facts

They feel distant and
abandoned by policy
makers, but they expect
them to act top-down.
They don’t have time and
don’t want to engage.

passive
substrate

potential
informal
networks

They want the change
but they think to not have
the skills to pursue it. and
that policy makers are
careless

People’s opinion are
neglected and initiatives
are just at the beginning
but they will take time
and responsibility to
succeed.

The change is difficult to
trigger.
Citizens don’t know how
to engage and they don’t
feel the need to change.
Policy making language
is complicated

Dissatisfaction as driver
for change

Demand for change
to be stabilized
Follow need for innovation and for new trends

Open for more participatory activities
through non-political
schemes and languages

Enablers

Possibilities

They are responsible
for social stability that
means the maintaining
of the status quo.

Push from the bottom,
well-educated people
demand for transformation and inclusion

See and design possibilities to achieve more
citizens’ engagement,
through research and
experiments

Table 4.3.1b: Relationship
with the topic of engaging in
public policies and services,
state of facts and possible
roles.

Bring the motivation for
a bottom up change;
spending time with citizens and giving identity
to the community is a
way .
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They share a common state and few
common activities since their street
related life.
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High educated citizens
trust academics and are
available to participate
in their activities.
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Low educated citizens
trust and respect academic environment.
Academics want to deal
with LE citizens’ issues.

Antagonistic relationship, low educated citizens perceive distance
but sole authority.
Policy makers have a
careless, violent and
tokenistic attitude.

They are disconnected
since represent neighbourhood based groups.

They are mostly connected
through online platforms or
through work/education environments. The relationship is
rather shallow.

knowledge exchange at local,
national and international level.
Team building and working to
achieve common goals.
Policy makers trust
and respect academic
environment since hub
Academics and trailblazof innovation and their
ers are usually disconcontacts are increasing.
nected except from some
events

Trailblazers are well-educated citizens, motiAntagonistic or passive
vated and dedicated
who motivate other well relationship with few
educated-citizens in their channels to interact
initiatives

Hierarchical and
competitive relationship

Low educated citizens
and trailblazers have a
close contact that will
take time to turn in trust
and understanding.

Trailblazers are independent from official institutions but some times
need to deal with them

Trailblazers usually act individually or in small groups
and then capture the attention of other ones.
Table 4.3.1c: Relationship
among actors
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Table 4.3.1d: Relationship
among actors

Low educated citizens
and trailblazers’ interactions need time to turn in
trust and understanding.

Low-educated people
share few common activities since their street
related life.

Trailblazers are independent from official
institutions

Academics and trailblazers are usually disconnected but with similar
goals

Trailblazers motivate other well
educated
citizens

Policy makers, high and
low educated citizens
trust and respect academic environment

Relationship
opportunities

Topic
opportunities

Low-educated
citizens
Academics as enablers

see and design citizens’ engagement,
through research
and experiments

Academics as trusted catalyzers of a cross sectoral network
and as a knowledge and skills
hub

High educated citizens as network

Trailblazers as trustworthy
local-acting actors. focused on
people’s needs

dissatisfaction as
driver for change

well-educated people
push from the bottom, open for participatory activities
through non-political
languages

Policy makers

need to follow need
for innovation and
for new trends

Trailblazers as independent
drivers for motivation and as
catalyzers of well-educated
informal networks

Trailblazers as
enablers

bring the motivation for a bottom up
change
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Table 4.3.1e: Matrix of opportunities from the crossing of
the main opportunities found
during the field research
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The chart (4.3.1e) crosses the opportunities emerged from the exploration of relationships and from the reaction to the subject of participation. ON the relationship axis there are some facts such as the
trust of most of the actors for the academic environment or such as the
disconnection between the actions of trailblazers and the academics’
ones. ON the topic axis some opportunities like the role of high educated citizens in social movement s in China or the request for innovation
by academics and citizens.
Three main areas are the result of such crossing and they define some
sort of scenarios or area of intervention. One area declares the central
role of academics since their strong networked and trustworthy environment.
A second area regards the importance of trailblazers as actors at a local scale and a third area defines them as catalyst of informal networks
made of well educated people.

sense of belonging
co discussion
collaboration

Citizens

The spin-off lab

Citizens

sense of belonging
co discussion
collaboration

provocations
trust
micro scale
stories
experiments
needs and ideas

Local
Committee

Citizens

The spin-off lab

Trailblazers

presenting and
selling the strategy

Organizations
and agencies

University

Academics

promoter of the
strategic vision

collaboration
local knowledge
relationships
local infrastructure

The change lab

resources
skills transfer
network
actions’ echo Trailblazers

follow demand
for innovation

Local committee and funding

endorsement

information
and services
experimentation

City council
(major decision maker)

presenting and seeking
resources for the vision

International
experts
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Table 4.3.1f: Scenario - System map
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4.3.2 Academics as enablers of platforms for
change.
These platforms are willing to be invisible networks of people who
have the skills and the motivation to address and tackle public problems.
The systemic map (Table 4.3.1 f) shows a possible scenario for these
platforms to connect citizens and policy makers in the resolution of
public issues within a weak context.
It is based on the possibilities defined by the possible opportunities
and relationships on who could enable actions in the mentioned contexts.
The centre of this map is the ‘change lab’, the cornerstone of the platform being both physical and virtual, generated from the intensive network enabled by the university and the academic environment.
The role of academics is to enable these platforms and keep them
alive. Indeed, from university revealed to be one of the few realities in
weak contexts with two main peculiarities:

- They represent the innovation hub, where
the knowledge circulate and skilled people
meet each other to collaborate
- They maintain the highest number of relationship with enabling actors representing
the cornerstone among them and allowing
important encounters among people that
wouldn’t meet otherwise.

Furthermore, it is one of the few
links with international experts and
knowledge-based organizations.
Every actor considers the academic
hub to be reliable and trustworthy,
therefore they are often available to
support projects developed in that environment with a variety of resource.

In the specific context, the map shows the role of the university as
parental organization of the change lab in a way that guarantees reputation, expertise and resources.
On one side, it can rely on the sporadic relationship that university
has with policy makers due to the common activities of approval, au-

Table 4.3.2 a: Scheme that
sums up the centrality of
academics as enablers.
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thorization, funds seeking...
On the other side, the academics and innovative world can be a catalyst of the action of change agents or, as defined here, trailblazers.
These actors are those individuals who push for the change to happen at the bot-tom level dealing with citizens needs and issues. They
are usually linked to cultural and innovative environments and they
usually seek for more expertise and resources.
This double side relationship sets the change lab as the only bridge
between such actors and as the enabler of encounters among them.
It is important to take in consideration the reluctance of policy makers in absorbing innovation into their practice and to open the process
to citizens and other actors, and, on the other side the lack of sense of
belonging and responsibility spread among citizens.
Although, the academic environment, thus the lab, is in the position
where new processes of change are not just eager to happen but also
they are felt as a responsibility.
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5.
Design practices for
transformative
design

5 Design practices / 5.1 Labs, i-teams and cross-govern-
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mental organizations

5.1 Labs, i-teams and
cross-governmental
organizations
This chapter represents the beginning of the second section of this
research, where design practices have a major role in the considerations of the whole system.
The goal of this section is to understand how design can address the
above mentioned strategy of ‘bonding, bridging, and linking’ positive
deviances
This chapter introduces case studies related to the practice of enabling
platforms to connect actors and, through design, generate change.
The attention has been focused on the global web of labs that have
flourished inside or outside government with the aim to challenge that
risk-averse public servants who indeed favour incremental changes
over transformative innovations. (Puttick, 2014)
These entities represent the occasion to apply (lead) user-centered
approaches (e.g. co-creation, co-design and co-production) in the public sector or collective issues (Bason 2013; Mulgan, 2014).
In the introduction to this study it has been argued that two phenomena nowadays have been encouraging a more innovative and
designerly approach to policy making: the global financial and social
crises leading toward the welfare withdrawal (Calderini, 2015 and the
growing trend of social innovation with the idea of design as enabler
of social change (Sangiorgi. The lack of active public policies raised the
dissatisfaction of people claiming for a more efficient system that could
be able to respond to contingent needs.
Jasper Christiansen (2012) states ‘In order to respond effectively to
a changing context of complexity and uncertainty, governments and
other public service organizations need to consider innovating the processes and practices of public policy itself.’ Thus a growing need for
innovation in policy due to an old inefficient system. Still Christiansen
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writes about the limits of welfare services bound within 20th century models, based on an assumption of the state delivering services to
passive citizens or commissioning specified solutions to well-defined
problems’, people demand for an inclusive and active role in services
creation since the context is complex and uncertain the new practices
of policy making should accept experimentation (Christiansen, 2012).
Christiansen has led one of the first experiment of design applied
to policy making: MindLab, a cross governmental organization that
applies design methods to innovate public policies in Denmark. It represents a wider group of global actors with the same intentions: a constellation of Policy Labs recently developed in different countries promoted or supported by the government (Staszwoski, Selloni, 2013).
Most of them are just pilot projects that may sooner or later come to
an end or they will be embedded in governmental systems as design
units.

5 Design practices / 5.2 Tools to analyze case studies
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5.2 Tools to analyze
case studies
The Desis Network has called them ‘policy labs’ since, in their analysis, they have mostly considered the ones related to the governments
or city councils (Desis, 2013), although other organizations, such as
Enoll have defined them as ‘ilabs’ taking in account different groups of
subjects focused on promoting innovation (Tonurist, 2015), or again
‘i-teams’ according to NESTA’s and Bloomberg definition counting
the subjects dependent or not on the government that promote social
innovation (Puttick, 2014). Sometimes they can also be appealed as
‘change lab’ depending on the final goal has been established for them
by the enablers.
The next section will introduce a series of case studies regarding these
‘ilabs’, ‘’policy labs’ or ‘iteams’ disregarding which classification they
have already been included into. For this study they have been selected
along certain criteria to allow a variety of formula that can inform this
research in a broader way.
They have been chosen as main source to inform the present research
because through their activities they build platforms of actors and skills
to enable transformation.
The meaning of this section is not just the demonstration of the existence of such realities but it is intrinsically related to the design outcomes of the present thesis.
As it will be shown next, their practices have been analysed and
framed within de-signed matrices and charts. These latter tools will be
used as key elements to establish possible directions for weak contexts.
A sort of model has been generated out of them and it is hopefully going to inform other realities.
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5.3 Case studies for
best practices
5.3.1 The selection of subjects and toolkits
Both subjects or ‘labs’ with the relative activities and toolkits have
been considered as key components for the thesis. Indeed, the author’s
purpose is to analyse how design can convey the strategy of bonding,
bridging and linking through the practices of labs. The main sources
that allow to gather that information are contained in both the activities and the toolkits.
The first section will focus on the labs and their activities and the
second will be focused on the toolkits and their structure.
The conclusions of this chapter are fundamental to inform the design
strategies for weak contexts, and in particular, to answer to the second
research question:
-If any system could be possibly enabled, which design strategies and
tools could be re-adapted and framed within it?

5.3.2 General data
The criteria of selection described in the following lines will illustrate
how the 16 case studies have been chosen.
The main factor of choice is the variety of formula in order to understand how each of them deals in different contexts. The second layer of
factors is the geographical location of these subjects since each of them
is based in a different country, with just few exceptions (2 cases for
Finland, 2 cases for USA). The third layer of selection is the relevance
of the subject within the network of labs according to the previous classifications.
As the reader can observe from the map, the selected labs are distributed over Europe, Americas, Asia and Oceania in proportion to the

(DGOV) DesignGov (Australia)

(SEOUL)
Seoul innovation bureau
(UMN) Unmonastery (Athens, Greece)

Another layer is the scale of action covered by the lab in terms of
competence that could be either municipal, regional or national (image
5.3.2 b)
Although, it is important to explain which are the advantages and
weaknesses of each scale and how it influences the outcomes and the
activities of the lab.

(27E) 27e Region (France)

(HDL) Helsinki Design Lab (Finland)

total presence of labs in the world.
A high percentage of these subjects has developed in Europe followed
by Americas, Asia and Oceania. In the map (image 5.3.2 a), the labs
shown in a lighter colour are the ones that are not active anymore because the pilot may have ended but they have anyway left a collection
of experiences useful for future projects.
Each lab is indicated with the full name and a shorter acronym that
will be used in the forthcoming matrices to recall the labs in a brief
version.
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(ML) Mindlab (Copenhagen, Denmark)
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(DDC) DesignDrivenCity (Helsinki, Finland)

5 Design practices / 5.3 Case studies for best practices

(LDE) LaboDemo (Spain)

(STU) The Studio
(Dublin, Ireland)

The organizations operating at a national scale usually deal directly with the government. The opportunity lies in the high influence on
national policy making generating positive effect on a wider group of
citizens.
Although, this position doesn’t guarantee a direct contact with specific issues but with general problems and sampled user groups.
The tools to connect with citizens’ ideas, in this position, can range
from traditional ethnography to crowd-sourcing platforms.

(FG) FutureGov (UK)

National scale

(LGOB) Lab de Gobierno (Chile)

(LCIU) Laboratorio para la
Ciudad (Mexico)

Image 5.3.2 a: Map of case
studies

(PPL) Public Policy Lab (NYC)

The organizations at this scale are directly linked with local and specific issues. They focus on groups or areas within the city and they have
more possibilities to deal and to build trust with them. Although, the
activities happening here have a limited echo and impact over bigger
decisions and an effort of scaling them up must be made.

(IWF) InWIthForward
(Vancouver, Canada)

City Scale

(MONUM) New Urban Machanics
(Boston, Philadelphia, USA)

This scale guarantees a direct contact with regional governments.
Despite the scale is still big to allow a direct contact with people’s specific problems, there is a major focus on local issues and a discrete control over those.

(MEU) MeuRio (Rio De Janeiro, Brazil)

Regional scale
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5.3.3 Profiles of best practices
For all the profiles
> see Appendix I

5.3.3.1 Parameters

What
A consultancy, an organization, a governmental unit
When
Year of foundation or duration of the pilot

City

2

8

The following profiles are going to present each lab in a brief sheet
that sums up the main characteristics and that will appear as following:

Where
based in
covers city/regional/national level

How
Methodologies / tools / toolkits

Region

2

27e Region
(France)
FutureGov (UK)

Who
Powered by
Run by

Why
Focus and goals of the lab

Nation

3

1

Business model

MindLab (Denmark)
Laboratorio de Gobierno (Chile)
LaboDemo (Spain)
DesignGov (Australia)

Laboratorio para la ciudad (Mexico city)
MeuRio (Rio deJaneiro, Brazil)
NewUrban Mechanics (Boston, Philadelphia, USA)
UnMonastery (Athens, Greece)
Public Policy Lab (NYC, USA)
InWithForward (Vancouver, Canada)
Seoul innovation bureau (Seoul, South Korea)
Design Driven City (Helsink, Finland)
FutureGov (UK)
Helsinki Design Lab (Helsinki, Finland)
The Studio (Dublin, Ireland)
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Image 5.3.2 b: Scale of actions of different labs

Impact on social capital
on bonding
how do they work and connect among each other?
on bridging
how do they connect with external individuals and how do they
make other individuals connect?
on linking
how they connect with institutions/policy makers and how they
make other individuals connect with those?
Outcome
Evaluation

100

101

5.3.4 Example of profilation

27E REGION, France

9 people team with additional 40 design and sociologist associates spread across France.
Embracing multidisciplinary, the organization mobilizes expertise from design and creative design, social science (anthropology, sociology, participant observation) or amateur practices (do-it-yourself, adult education etc).
How
action research activities with the aim to prototype new methods to design and implement public policies through field experimentations.
resource center aims to build and share common knowledge
and know-how, and encourage peer-to-peer exchanges within
public sector.
Method: Friendly Hacking
Why
The 27e region aims at spreading a design approach for the
regional government especially in the form of capability transformation (transfo) and the resolution of issues related to specific challenge.

What
La 27e Région intends to be a “laboratory for public transformation” or a ‘do-tank’. It conducts action research programs
(Territorial residencies, the Transfo) to test new methods with
public stakeholders.

Image 5.3.4.1 d: la 27e
Region; The Transfo, Bourgogne Region;
Source: www.la27eregion.fr

When
from 2008
Where
based in Paris, France
covers regional governments
Who
Powered by
elected regional official, a consultant and a dissident philosopher of the digital world in an alliance with the Association of
French Regions (ARF).
Run by

Business model
They are based on different business models such as companies’ membership, funding from the for-profit sector and
funding and in-kind resources from the public sector.
Outcomes
Territoires en résidence
Territories in Residence (“Territoires en Résidences”) is the
first program developed by La 27e Région.
the Transfo
La Transfo is an experimental and inter-public services program
It seeks to create, with its partner public departments, a prototype of their specific innovation “lab’
Superpublic
is a space entirely dedicated to transforming public action. It is
equipped for leading creative design workshops
Impact on Social capital
on bonding
They collaborate with diffused teams on the territories of all
the different regions. That means that local team are small but

5 Design practices / 5.3 Case studies for best practices

5.3.5 Matrices
5.3.5.1

Activities matrices

In the previous chapter the author has introduced different case
studies that illustrate how nowadays design can be addressed to solve
public issues, to generate social change or to trigger social cohesion.
The profiles that have been built to collect the single information about
each organization have been turned into matrices where the different
‘formula’ can be visualized in terms of structures, actors involved and
strategies used.
In particular, different factors have been collected in the macro clusters of: bonding bridging and linking. Here they will be presented as
mere containers for the different information, although it is already
possible to see the alternatives and the spectrum of choices.
For convenience, the order of presentation will be subverted in regard of bonding, bridging and linking since this sequence will give information in a way to frame the lab in a more understandable way.
Before to present the analytical tools in details, a general overview
it its due to the reader. The following image sums up the key characteristics that have been considered within the macro clusters. The
linking section includes the governance of labs and how it influences
on the policy making, on the aim of the lab in itself and on the business
model. Central in this cluster is the relationship between the lab and
public policy makers, in particular, to understand how this interaction
happens, thus, which are the tools used by both parties to deal with
each other’s and with citizens.
The bridging section includes the categorization of tools to collect
needs and ideas, since they have been considered as the two main actions of labs during their design and delivery process. The connecting
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activities are transversal to the first two along the process and they
have been considered in relationship with citizens and citizens’ needs
or problems as much as the former tools. The delivery phase has been
considered as the final step of a design process but it can be extended throughout the project according to the moment in which citizens
are involved. The bonding section, evidently smaller compared to the
previous ones regards the team recruitment and the internal processes
that regulates design projects. Although, this cluster can include other
characteristics which have emerged during the research, such as the
distribution of the team during a project or the ability to create networks with other labs that have not been analysed with specific tools
but will inform the final project and the conclusions of this study.
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5.3.5.1.1 Linking

> Enablers and aims

> Tools to interact
with policy makers

> Influence on policy making

> Policy makers’ and labs’ relationship

> Enablers and aims

> Influence on policy making

> Tools to interact
with policy makers

> Business models

> Policy makers’ and labs’ relationship

> Business models

Bridging

> Tools for need collection

> Tools for idea collection

> Ddelivery phase

> Tools to connect citizens

> Involvement phase

Bonding
Image 5.3.5.1 a – Overview of
the analytical tools

> Team recruitment

> Design processes

Linking comprehends all those actions that aim at building relationships between citizens or labs and policy makers.
It includes kind and quality of interaction, the tools and the channels to interact and eventual constraints of the relationship such as the
business model.

Helsinki Design Lab

Enablers and aims

The first set of information that has to be made clear for the lab is the
enabling power that allows it to exist and also the main aims and goals
upon which it is built.
Both elements are fundamental to define the activities of the lab but
also its outcomes.
The following paragraph will introduce with more details the polarities regarding the goals and the possible enablers.
In regard to the matrix, according to the aim, each lab has been assigned with a patterned dot that will be used in successive charts to
keep in mind the main goal compared to other parameters.
A general consideration should be made about the popularity of labs
enabled from practitioners and government and, at the same time, the
high focus on engaging other actors in the decision-making process.

Unmonastery InWIthForward

LaboDemo

Design Driven
Innovation
Laboratorio
para la Ciudad

27e Region

Design Gov

Laboratorio
de Gobierno
Seoul InnovaNew Urban
tion bureau
Mechanics
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MeuRio

directive 1

Experts

Public Policy Lab

FutureGov

The Studio

MindLab

Government
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> Enablers

Mainly
aimed at

Wider policy and
system changing

Engaging citizens
and others actors
for new ideas

Capabilities
transforming

Solving specific
challenges

Enabled by

Citizens

Government as enabler: it means that the lab may be embedded in
a public entity or at least funded by it. From now on, in this thesis
the word government will be used as indicator for policy makers of
all levels, from national to municipal or lower. The ad-vantage lies in
provision of constant resources and support from the public. Also it
means that policy makers have understood the importance to apply
innovative approaches to public services. Even though, the lab may be
influenced by the government in its activities or also it may be asked
to strictly work for government’s requests with a loss of independence
and of creativity.
Image 5.3.5.1 b – matrix enablers / aims

Professionals or academic as enablers: it means that the initiatives
are generated out-side the government but it pursues influence and a
change from outside. The ad-vantage is the mix of high skills and expertise although they may lack in influence and resources.

5 Design practices / 5.3 Case studies for best practices

Citizens as enablers: it means that it may start from the bottom, from
a real and contingent need to gather and find solutions. Although the
main weaknesses at the beginning would lie in the absence of design
skills, of influence and of resources.
> Aims
> Solving specific challenges.
This aim considers designers as developers and it emerges when the
lab is mainly focused on improving existing services or to solve a defined issue.
> Capabilities transforming.
This aim considers designers as educators and it emerges when the
lab is mainly focused in shifting the capability of policy makers and
participants toward a more design and experimental approach.
> Engaging citizens and others actors for new ideas.
This aim considers designers as enablers and it emerges when the focus of the lab is the interaction of new actors with the process of public
decision making often adapting the open innovation and challenge-led
approaches.
> Wider policy and system changing.
This aim considers designers as architects and it emerges when the
focus of the lab is to achieve a wider change through the creation of
models and blueprints to be reiterated and used by others.

Which data and information come out from this matrix?
this chart is useful to gather information about the relationship between the lab’s aim and the enabler of such lab.
At first it is interesting to understand who are the possible enablers
and which are the most common aim of these labs.
Afterward it is important to notice that the projects enabled by the
government are more likely to have an aim focused on specific services implementation or on engaging citizens or other actors in public
issues resolution.
On the contrary, the ones enabled by experts are equally distributed
among the different aims with a sronger focus on sytem change. Sole
citizens enabled lab are generally less luckily to succeed unless than
with a traditional antagonistic approach.
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Laboratorio
para la Ciudad

Public Policy
Lab

Laboratorio
de Gobierno
Helsinki Design Lab

Which data and information come out from this matrix?

Unmonastery

The impact that each lab has on policy making is has been relevant
to understand which factors and aims can bring to successful experiments.

no experiment
has been
developed

few experiments
have been
developed

achieved few
pilots

A design toolkit to engage citizens in
innovating policy making within ‘weak contexts’

The matrix (5.3.5.1.1 a) shows the influence that each lab may have
on final decision and on the delivery of services. This parameter is
measured according to the level of piloting and implementation that
each lab has achieved.
The scale changes from ‘no experiment has been developed’, few experiments have been developed, few achieved pilots, achieved more
effective pilots, ‘mostly every project is implemented’
Although the achievement of each lab doesn’t judge their capabilities
but is mainly dependent on the duration they have been operating and
on the resources they are provided with.

MeuRio

InWithForward
achieved more
effective pilots

mostly every
project is
implemented
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Influence on policy making

DesignDriven
CIty

FutureGov

LaboDemo

The Studio

Design Gov

Seoul innovation bureau

New Urban Mechanics
27e Region

MindLab
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Image 5.3.5.1.1 a – matrix influence on policy making

Embedded in the
gov as a unit

Laboratorio
para la Ciudad

Agenda decided by the
gov but just partners

Laboratorio
de Gobierno
Design Gov

The chart (5.3.5.1.1 b) is going to illustrate the relationship that labs
have with policy makers and also which position the last have with the
lab’s activities.
Also, in this chart, the labs preserved the position established in the
‘influence’ matrix to show the relationship between the governance
structure and the influence generated on decisions.
It is observed that the common trend sees the labs embedded or
powered by the government as more influential on it for the reason
that they are felt as more legitimized in having a role in the policy making process.
> Policy makers position
> Antagonistic or no Relationship
This relation implies clashes with the government to protect the interests of citizens. The changes are achieved through pressure on policy makers to influence some decisions.

LaboDemo
(Spain)

Outside the government
and independent

Design Driven City

Independent from the
gov but funded by it

Helsinki Design Lab
Unmonastery

> Limited to authorization and endorsement
These kind of relationship allows the lab to achieve some results
independently. This guarantees freedom of actions but they may not
have wide influence on proper policy decisions.

Influence on
policy making

Image 5.3.5.1.1 b – matrix relationship lab / policy makers
i-labs:
relation with
policy makers

The Studio
FutureGov

InWithForward

MeuRio

policy makers position regarding i-labs
activities

Relationship with public policy makers

27e Region

Support and limited
impact on decisions
Antagonistic or no
Relationship

Limited to authorization
and endorsment
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Public Policy Lab
Seoul Innovation
Bureau

involved in co-creation /
interested to influence
policies with outcomes

New Urban Mechanics

MindLab

Available for
system reforming and
up-skilling
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> Support and limited impact on decisions
Policy makers may support some proposed services with resources
and may be interested in the gathered knowledge. Although they are
not available to disruptive changes and in a further inclusion of the lab
in decision making.
> Involved in co-creation /interested to influence policies with
outcomes
This relation implies a collaboration between ilabs and policy makers
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that guarantees a certain influence of its design approach in the public
context and an openness to change
> Available for system reforming / up-skilling
The policy makers are open to acquire new capabilities and to apply
ilab approach to different sectors of their competence.

> Lab’s position with policy makers
> Outside the government and independent
Being outside of policy making structures, for a lab means to have
less access and influence over solving official public issues and may
not be seen as legitimized. Furthermore, the absence of public funding
may limit activities’ resources. Even though, this relationship allows
the lab to be independent for choices and goals.
> Independent from the government but funded by it
This kind of link may raise lab’s resources to achieve impactful results
and, at the same time it guarantees independence. However, if based
just on public funds it may have constraints of budget, time and goals.
> Agenda decided by the government but just partners
This kind of link raises lab’s legitimacy and resources but weakens its
independence. Although, being a partners, put the two stakeholders on
the same level, preserving lab’s values and choices.
>Embedded in the government as a unit
This relationship defines the lab as part of a public entity and its team
members as employees. This structure allows a great impact over public issue but limits the freedom to experiment and the independence to
take decisions.

Which data and information come out from this matrix?
The main information that can be highlighted from this matrix
are, at first the different polarities that build the chart that mean
the different possibilities of interaction with policy makers. The
second set of information regards the concept of dependence and
independence of the lab and the openness of policy makers in innovating their practices and in influencing policies. It is due to notice
the prevalence of labs embedded or related to the public structures
and the general openness of official to be influenced
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social networks
with the aim to
raise an action.
Tools to monitor
and watch over
the city hall activities. (MEU)

no experiment
has been
developed
Platform to be connected with citizens
proposals (LDE)

Transfo.
to transfer a prototype
of a local innovation lab
with local governements
(27E)

workshop to teach policy
makers specific design
tools (DGOV)

online platorm to decide
budget and ideas. social
media tools used in his political field campaign
day-to-day politics to help
rapidly increase citizen
engagement. Publishing
conversations (SEOUL)

listening workshops with
citizens and policy makers to discuss particular
topics.
Speaker’s corner in City
Hall for residents to record a video on any topic.

connecting online with citizens to receive information and feedbacks.
designing online/offline
interaction with city hall
to feel connected (MONUM)

reporting
measures
about experiments with
citizens (STU)

to inform the government about innovative
ideas crowdsourced
from external experts
and innovation hubs
(LGOB)

to set up a space
for creative interactions
between
officers
and residents to
deal with public
matters (FG)
meeting with policy
makers, funders, commissioners, chief executives, and frontline
deliverers to join the
discussion during the
fieldwork. (IWF)
to communicate and
present data from
the extremes citizen
groups through the
grounded approach(IWF)

meetings with policy
makers to talk about possible collaboration or just
to inform about the ongoing projects.
Enacting positive influence and openness over
policy makers in weak
context (UNM)

few experiments
have been to enact pressure over policy
developed makers through

achieved few
pilots

achieved more
effective pilots

mostly every
project is
implemented

‘how-to guide for guidelines about piloting.
Workshop and one-toone co-design (PPL)
Checklists
and recomendations
to
lead the new
service independently (Futuregov)
Design for the city:
designers in the
council (Lab para la
ciudad)
Visualization
of
the problem and
stewardship of the
solution. Embedded
designers into government offices
Create career paths
for designers in the
public sector (HDL)

Personal meetings, interviews and workshops
with ministers.
Facilitating the understanding of problems
introducing visual tools.
Implementing public
reforms. (Mindlab)
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Relationship with public policy makers

The chart (5.3.5.1.1 b) is going to illustrate the relationship that labs
The following chart (5.3.5.1.1 c) is an extension of the information displayed above since it high-lights not just the relationship between labs
and policy makers but also the tools used for these interactions.
It has been observed that the tools vary considerably from one lab to
the other. Also some interaction includes policy makers, designers and
citizens, others include just practitioners and civil servants, or others
again just policy makers and citizens.

> Antagonistic
Pressure pot & Compartilhaco (pressure over policy makers through
social networks and to raise a campaign). DeGuarda & BlogdelOlho to
monitor and watch over the city hall activities (MEU)

> Limited to authorization
Meeting policymakers, funders, commissioners, chief executives,
and front-line deliverers to join the discussion during the fieldwork.
(IWF)
Meeting with policy makers to talk about possible collaboration or
just to inform about the ongoing projects.
Positive influence over policy makers in weak contexts (UNM)

Image 5.3.5.1.1 c – tools to interact with policy makers

> Limited impact
Informing the government about innovative ideas (Lab de Gobierno)
Prototyping public reforms
Grounded: visualizing data from the extremes (IWF)
Citizens connect and online/offline interaction with city hall (MONUM)
> Involved in co-creation
Personal meetings, interviews to ministers
Facilitating the understanding through introducing visual tools (ML)
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Space for creative collaboration between officers and residents (FG)
Design for the city: designers in the council (LCIU)
‘how-to guide for guidelines about piloting. Workshop and one-toone co-design (PPL)
Platform to be connected with citizens’ proposals (LDE)
Hosting listening workshops with citizens and policy makers to discuss particular topics. speaker’s corner in City Hall for residents. To
record a video on any topic. online platform to decide budget and ideas.
Social media tools used in his political field campaign. to day-to-day
politics to help rapidly increase citizen engagement. Publishing council
conversations (SEOUL)
> Up-skilling and reforming
Checklists and recommendations to lead the new service independently (FG)
Transfo: prototyping local innovation lab (27e)
Visualization of the problem and stewardship of the solution. Embedded designers in-to government offices. Create career paths for designers in the public sector (HDL)
Workshop to teach policy makers specific design tools (DG)

Which data and information come out from this matrix?
Each lab revealed to have its own way and tools to interact
with policy making. Some of these ways are just lab-officials, some are officials - lab -citizens instead. The tools can
differ from traditional meetings up to occasions in which
policy makers get in touch with design practices and service
design tools far from their usual modus operandi. This chart
is also useful for the relationship between the tools and the
influence it generally has on policy making. Certain tools
are more safe to be used such as meetings more than the
grounded approach certainly more interesting but definitely
more difficult to understand and to use for policy makers.
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Business model

> Business model
It defines how the lab makes itself economically sustainable, which
kind of resources they are provided with and who provides them. The
models are classified on the base of the funder, the partner or the customer.
A general consideration must be made about the common trend. Indeed, for these lab, the most popular form of sustainment is public
funding or non-profit sector. Although, different organizations work
as consultancies and their business model is based on memberships or
payment for service.
However, this study, at the stage in which is presented doesn’t go in
details of the business model since the author is interested in a general
and systemic overview.
> Funding and in-kind resources from public sector
This kind of business model is mostly dependent on public funds and
their availability. The lab may be totally supported upon these funds
or just partially. Being dependent on this funds, on one side allows
practitioners to work without the burden of fundraising but it may also
tie the lab to the requests of the government limiting its independence.
> Funding and in-kind resources from NGOs and no-profit sector
This model can include a collaboration with the funding organizations or the donation may be free and aimed at generating social impact in the context. Although this kind of BM may vary from case to
case.
> Funding and in-kind resources from private for-profit sector
Being funded by a private organization may signify different things.
It could be a consultancy offered by the lab and paid, it may be a col-

MeuRio

Unmonastery

i-labs:
relation with
policy makers

Business model

Image 5.3.5.1.1 d: Business
models by labs

InWith
Forward

Outside the government
and independent

This matrix is essential for the relationship between the sustainable model and the governance of the lab. It is also interesting how most labs rely on just one kind of funds (usually the public) and few others are based on more than one
model. This matrix also helped to understand the advantage
and disadvantage of each model.

Funding and in-kind
resources from

public sector
not for profit sector
for-profit sector

Funding and in-kind
resources from private
Membership

Which data and information come out from this matrix?

Design
LaboDemo Driven City FutureGov The Studio 27e Region Design Gov

Independent from the
gov but funded by it

Laboratorio
para la
Ciudad

> Data and knowledge selling
A different business model can comprehend selling packages of stories collected by citizens to organizations interested in similar issues.
Although, this category leaves space to models that have not been considered here but that can be different from the listed ones.

Crowdsourcing

> Crowd-sourcing
It is based on open offers collected through websites, donations according to the different projects that want to be promoted.

Public
Policy
Lab

Agenda decided by the
gov but just partners

> Membership
This model is based on a periodic fee paid by external organization
to access the service offered by the lab. For instance, being coached to
acquire certain skills, or access to information about people included
in projects.

Data and
knowledge selling

laboration private-public or it may be a free donation.

Funding and in-kind
resources from NGOs and

Seoul
Helsinki Laboratorio
New Urban innovation
Design Lab de Gobierno MindLab Mechanics bureau
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Embedded in the
gov as a unit
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Possibility to build a relationship with policy makers
starting from face to face
meetings

Need of government approval and legitimization
but necessity of independence

Difficulty in public funding
high risk projects but need
of precise data.

Need to act a gradual
shift from top-down to bottom up through capabilities
building of citizens

Need to raise funding both
from public sector and from
other organizations

High educated people demand to follow international trends and exploration in
this topic



Necessity to make institutionalized logic simpler and
closer to people (Away with
the red tape)

Policy makers need more
interaction with experts because they are trustworthy

Field research
opportunities

Case studies
opportunties

Micro-behavioral
change experiments

Stewarding the relationship between
citizens and policy makers means to
promote continuous microbehavioral
change experiments leading to a gradual skills transfer and to a different understanding of each others roles

Cultivate networks
among experts, labs,
cities and countries

Search for invisible
resources

Mix of business model to
preserve the independence
of the lab.

Measure impact
looking at the evidence along the process (1%metrics)

Seeking for policy makers approval
presenting constant evidence of the
lab’s impact. This stewards capabilities
building and offer of further support for
policy makers.

Skills transfer and
capabilities building

Preserving lab’s
value keeping and
independent agenda
for more creative
outcomes
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Linking

The chart represents the cross analysis between the field research
and the case studies analysis regarding he ‘linking relationships’
On one axis there are some opportunities extracted from the exploration of weak contexts on the other axis opportunities highlighted from the best practices.

The result of such cross defines three main areas of intervention to
preserve as cornerstone for the final output of this work.

The first is the need to steward the relationship with policy makers
through micro behavioural change and gradual capabilities building.
The second area assess the needs for continuous evidence policy makers require in weak contexts.
The third area confirm the nee of a mixed business model to help preserve the independence of the labs’ actions.
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5.3.5.1.2 Bridging

> Tools for need collection

> Tools for idea collection

> Ddelivery phase

> Tools to connect citizens

> Involvement phase

Bridging comprehend all those actions aimed at building horizontal
relationships between citizens of different groups and different families aimed at cooperating together and build a stronger social fabric.

Citizens’ stories
editing
IWF

Citizens stories &
portraits ML

immersion
Territories
in residence
27

Grounded
Change
personal transformative moments defining
their needs
IWF

One of the main action that practitioners use to deal with citizens is
the collection of needs that comprehends all those activities, from ethnographic observation to crowd-sourcing to probes. These experiences
can be categorized according to the depth of relationship that designers create with citizens, and to the state of knowledge of the problem
/ needs.
It has been observed that ethnographic interviews and observation
are the most diffused tools that practitioners use to collect needs. Aside,
small clusters of experimental and authentic tools can be analysed and
evaluated.

co-creational
exercises consisting on verbal and visual
representations
DDC
collecting needs
through street
boards
27

rapid testing
prototyping
27

Need collection

Focused
specific needs
(few citizens)

ethnographic
interviews
workshop
ML
ethnographic
interviews
shadowing
FG
tools to start
a targeted
campaign
online to
influence a
specific decision
Focused
on a people’s
category needs

citizens
connected
through
data crowdsourced
from them
MONUM

> Undefined problem / needs
The knowledge of the problem is limited and not clear to practitioners. Indeed tools useful to narrow the problem down may be needed
or, if the issue is wanted to be kept generic, there other ways to deal
with it and generate scenarios or further thoughts upon it.
Following the main flow-chart, when being at this state, it is possible
to enable two different actions:
- #directly gather problems from main stakeholders
- #indirectly get acknowledgement through collective discussion
generation

interview and
workshops
with ministers
DGOV
interviews
observation
and probes
DDC

away with
Red Tape:
meeting to
simply confront on public
regulations,
communication channels
and service,
platform
to crowdsource
needs of the
community
LDE
crowdsourcing
city data
LCIU
Undefined
needs
(many citizens)

Sampled Ethnography

forum of
discussion
for experts
and citizens
LCIU
pull
strategy
HDL
digital
social networks to
give a voice
STU

on street
conversations
‘have your
say’
STU
on street
urban planning
HDL
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bringing
officials
on the field
ML
co-discuss
with families and policy makers
PPL

peer modeling
matching people from different contexts
IWF

listening
workshops
and video
records
SEOUL
temporary
city hall offsite
for immersion
SEOUL

Deep Etnography
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> Discerned problem / needs
The practitioner may have at least a hunch or the perception of what
the needs are (maybe from a brief, or from being noticed by external
subjects) and s/he needs tools to narrow it down furtherly.
Image 5.3.5.1.2a: tools used
by labs to collect needs

> Sampled ethnography
it describes the set of activities that consider people as an asset to
provide generic in-formation about a certain context. The people are
considered as scientific subjects to be studied and useful to inform the
design activity.
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Although, on the other side it guarantees a rational and detached approach.
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Idea collection

> Deep ethnography
it is a more empathic approach where the personal relationship with
people comes be-fore a scientific research. This way tries to build trust
and human understanding. Although, it also represents a risk because
the research and the study can be influenced by personal feelings and
generate disappointment among some people.

Which data and information come out from this matrix?
This chart helped to divide the most common tools used by
lab to deal with citizens into categories according to the
needs and to the kind of people involved. Different tools
where grouped together since lots of labs tend to use similar
approaches but it has been interesting how few other tools
seem to be more unique and innovative than others.

A relevant moment for practitioners is to gather ideas to address a
problem. This moment, in the context of labs, is an occasion to deal
with citizens and collect idea from external actors.
This action depends on how the problem is narrow and framed and,
on the other side, on how many people it is convenient to involve in
this process.
It can be observed that web platforms and co-design workshops are
quite common
> Ideas for undefined problems
After the discovery process, the practitioners may feel that the problem is not completely framed and it can be referred to a wide context
and a large group of people. There different ways to tackle this phase
from online platforms to intensive workshops.
> Idea for a defined problem
In this phase the problem may be clearer and referred to a specific
issue and to a limited group of people.
> Crowd-sourcing
the ideas are collected by an undistinguished online or offline community.
> Co-design
the ideas are shaped with the personal contribution of defined people
through offline occasions

Which data and information come out from this matrix?
the possible interaction that can be used to gather needs
from people in a simple way.

idea for a
defined
problem

ideas for
undefined
problems

open source
asset is available to any
contribution
UNM
open dinners to get
to know the
opinions of
locals
UM
open ideas
platform
DGOV
online
interview and
developer
workshops
commuwith policy
virtual square
nity
of
makers DGOV
to crowdon street
universource and
urban plan- workshop
sity
debate ideas
ning
with stakestudents.
LDE
HDL
holders ML
DDC workshops
think tank
game for
platforms to
staff idea DDC
common
gather ideas
plannning
about legis- competition
MONUM
lation from start up city
STU
citizens
on street
MEU
conversations
STU

challenges
to attract
new ideas
ad skills online platLGOB form to
solicit ideas
and allocate
budget
SEOUL

crowd-sourcing
from universities
LGOB

Crowdsourcing

Citizens experimenting
alternatives
IWF

FG
workshop
with stakeholders
Shift: co-design space
creation

visual &
rapid prototypes
to empower
the
communication among
different
actors
27

forum of discussion for
experts and
citizens
LCIU

co-design
with families
and
service provider
collaboration
PPL
with local residents and experts
in their context.
27

strategic design Studio
HDL

Co-design
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Image 5.3.5.1.2b: tools used
by labs to collect ideas
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(LGOB)

Implementation
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(MONUM)

(LCIU)

> Inspiration
If the citizens are involved before the design process it means that
they may have promoted the activity requesting a specific activity.
They may have also been involved in activities to reveal a problem.

(DDC)

(HDL)

(SEOUL)

(PPL)

This matrix relates the involvement of citizens during different phases of the process. The citizens can be involved at any phase of the design process and their involvement determines the ownership they feel
over the problem and over the solution.
It could be said that most of the labs tend to involve residents at
the discovery phase and some also for the ideation phase. However,
among them it is possible to recognize deeper or shallow interactions.

> Discovery
citizens involved in this phase usually take part in ethnographic research like interviews or observation actions. They may take part also
to more unusual approaches such as street interactions or online needs
collection.

(IWF)

discover

(ML)

(27e)

(FG)

ideation

DGOV

(STU)

prototyping

(UNM)

Involvement

inspiration

MEU

> Ideation
the involvement of citizens during the ideation phase implies a wider
influence over the topic and an active role in proposing ideas and discuss them with other citizens.

superficial
interaction

Deep
interaction

Image 5.3.5.1.2c: phases of
citizens involvement

> Co-decision
the moment of decision may or may not be related to the other phases, that means it can happen in different moment during the process.
Although, it is an important stage to assess the validity and legitimacy
of a new service/policy or to address ideas along an agreed path.
> Prototyping and implementation
when citizens are involved in the last part of the project, it implies a
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participation in the testing and piloting phase. Indeed,
they influence the measurement of the impact assessing
the results of the new service/policy.
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Delivery

Which data and information come out from
this matrix?
The information taken from this matrix regards essentially the possibilities of engagement of external actors in the process of public
service making. It is possible to involve citizens
at different stages determining the feelings of
ownership over the problem or less.

Delivery activities are meant all those occasions when designers provide citizens with something to test, visualize and experience according to a variety of aims. It could happen throughout the design process. Therefore, this matrix compares the moment, during the process,
when people are actively involved in a testing occasion and the sense
of ownership over the solution the interaction allows.
> Provocation
The seeds of an idea are launched among people to measure reactions in an unconventional way.
> Prototypes
This phase comprehends the attempts to prototype and test assumptions
> Micro-scale experiments
Small and temporary experiments that can prepare for piloting a
project
> Pilot
The project is still in a beta phase but is structured and it is launched
to the public to be refined in the details and for interaction touchpoints.
> Implementation
the project is finalized and citizens can actually access to the service/
policy generated by the process

user of the
solution

ownership over
the solution

BRIDGING - delivery

MEURIO
tools to facilitate the pressure over decision makers to achieve or start a
project

prototypes

UNMONASTERY
‘progettini’ of each unmonk test innovative
project in the city

pilot

SEOUL INNOVATION
BUREAU
temporary city installations
to test a service

MINDLAB
to achieve and complete
a publi policy reform

LABODEMO
after colaborative decision-making
the service/policy gets to
people at the implementation phase

implement

DESIGNGOV

LABORATORIO
DE GOBIERNO
gather new ideas to implement a public service

directive 2

DESIGN DRIVEN CITY
ideas generated in previous
phases are tested out

HELSINKI DESIGN LAB
support governamental
decision making and
service delivery

FUTUREGOV
deliver the project to the
council with indications
to proceed

PUPLIC POLICY LAB
enabling residents’ involvement in the design
and delivery of local services and amenities.

MONUM
experiments to trigger
connections and behavior
change

microscale experiments

THE STUDIO
beta projects to test costs,
interactions, efficiency.

27E REGION
experiments before the
assessment of the idea

INWITHFORWARD
experiments to test the
perceptionof an issue

LAB PARA LA CIUDAD
provocaccion for open
conversations

provocation
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Which data and information come out from
this matrix?

The delivery chart made clear the thousands of different ways and moments to deliver the project to
people. Delivering is not just the final step but it can
happen at any stage f the process determining the
ownership feelings over the solutions or less.

Image 5.3.5.1.2d: tools and
quality of project delivery

people as resources providers
brickstarter for collective projects

citizens leader of projects
people delivering services

to build horizontal platforms

e. Collaboration in doing

platform for opinion collection
web agora for public decision
platform for public budgeting

d. Co-decision

on street planning
on street workshops
on street conversations
peer modelling
bridging people
game for planning

c. Co-design

speed sharing
provocation
virtual agora for debate
listening workshops for citizens

b. Co-discussion

game for social cohesion
beta with hashtag
sharing assets installations
street stand to bank up trust
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People connection

The chart (Image 5.3.5.1.2e ) has been built over the experiences of
different labs and lists some tools that can be useful to create relationship among citizens and to strengthen ties.
Most of the lab, the ones aimed at it, they address activities of bridging and responsibility building to undefined groups of citizens almost
equally along all the different phases.
>Undefined citizens
>Semi-discerned citizens (a group of citizens)
>Discerned citizens (user group)
>Sense of belonging
testing collaboration and training people’s collective attitude
>Co-discuss
triggering citizens’ awareness and knowledge over the problem
>Co-design
Creating relationships through gathering
>Co-decide
Generating ownership over the decision

A user group

A group of citizens

>Collaboration in doing
Feeling responsible for collective issues
Undefined citizens

augmented citizenship interventions
street installations

a. Sense of belonging
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Image 5.3.5.1.2e: tools to
connect citizens

> Implementation
the project is finalized and citizens can actually access to the service/
policy generated by the process
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Which data and information come out from this matrix?
This chart helped to frame tools to connect citizens in a
time-scale and in similar groups. Indeed, different labs use
similar tools to create bridges between people. Lots of them
are based on web platforms or some of them operate in city
streets in touch with people some are just installations and
are functional to the design process.
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There are a lot of online
communities but with
a shallow commitment
compared to the offline
ones

People need to feel that
change is happening
continuously as much as
consumerism

People don’t know how to
engage, feel inadequate
and involving attempts
are far from their
ordinary life

Weak context s need to be
felt, sensed and understood focusing on people
sense of belonging

People don’t feel there is
the need to change and
they need to be stewarded
to collaborate

Spending time with people is necessary to build
up trust

Field research
opportunities

Case studies
opportunties

Connected but place-based

Stories collected in place by
trailblazers used as narrative to build a project upon

Spot the positive
deviance accelerNew narratives
collect and report ation is not incu- Measure impact
along the process
bation
personal stories

Citizens need to be engaged first with simple
actions to test and train
collaboration

Empower communication being Micro scale inpresent everyterventions and
where
experiments

Need to act and communicate with high frequency
with continuous small
experiments to make the
change to be perceived

Spread learning
through publications and networking

Getting in touch personally
with the citizens in place

Residencies in
Transferable spin place as part of
off lab open to be an acupunctural
replicated
approach
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Bridging
The chart represents the cross analysis between the information
gathered in the field research and the opportunities spotted in the
analysis of the best practices referred to bridging actions.
The result of such a cross are four main areas of interventions
that will be useful as cornerstone of the future output of this work.
The first area assess the need to get  in touch with people in in
place in their daily spaces familiar to them and , Also, the importance t be place-based and not just an online community is fundamental for weak contexts. The second area confirm the needs of
acting with high frequency exploiting the consumerism mechanisms to get to people and produce change. The fourth area highlight the need to focus the interactions on simple and quick dynamics.
The fourth area assess the necessity of a deep ethnographic approach mostly based on collecting people’s stories more than data
to build up trust and relationships.

Image 5.3.5.1.2f: cross analysis chart
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5.3.5.1.3 Bonding

> Team recruitment

> Design processes

Bonding comprehend all those actions aimed at building relationships and dynamics among close groups. In this case it is intended as
the internal dynamics of team’s labs.
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Team recruitment

> Team recruitment

The team who is going to form the change lab is a key element for
the achievement of successful pilots. The chart in the next page (Image
5.3.5.1.3a) is going to illustrate which capabilities are usually present
in labs and for which phase of the project.
Mainly service and strategic designers are the most common since
they work horizon-tally throughout all the disciplines and actors. Although everyone is indispensable to achieve success in the distinct
phases.
> Volunteer
a lab based on volunteer association of people may be led by passion
for change a true commitment. Although the skills present in the team
may be unbalanced and the level of competences cannot be selected.
> Temporary collaborations/ consultancies
a team may be different for each project outsourcing skills according
to the needs. This system allows to gather different expertise to tackle
problems from all perspectives or to include people from the local context. Although, some temporary members may lack of true commitment and long-term interest in the outcomes.
> Contract
a fixed team based on contract is included in most of the activities
and may have strong relationships inside the group.
It guarantees full engagement in the collaboration. Although this can
cause a lack of some expertise and enough closeness to exclude other
actors from a main role in the project.

MeuRio

Unmonastery

communicators/
jounalists

volunteer

InWith
Forward

LaboDemo

sociologist/
antropologist

BONDING - team recrutiment

Design
Driven
Innovation

artists

Public
Policy
Lab

architects /
urban planners

contract

Helsinki Laboratorio
Design Lab de Gobierno

enterpreneurs
/business consultant

27e Region Design Gov Laboratorio
para la
Ciudad

technical/
digital innovators

temporary
collaborations

FutureGov The Studio

strategic/
service
designers

MindLab

New Urban
Seoul
Mechanics innovation
bureau

policy experts
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Which data and information come out from this matrix?

This chart has revealed to be interesting to understand the
components of the teams and the amount of various skill
that can be requested to deal with policy making. The different distributions of the character is also an important
data since it defines which skills and capabilities may be
more needed or exploited than others

Image 5.3.5.1.3a: composition of the team and the relationships with members.

sustain&
implement

measuring
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test&
improve

delivery

generate
new ideas

integration

ideas collection

visualization

stewardship

The next chart shows clearly the methods and the processes selected
by different labs to tackle collective issues.
It is possible to transversally distinguish the phases of need collection, ideas collection and delivery, often accomplished in a similar order but with some difference on the stress and the attention that each
lab put on the single phase.
Some the selected process where explicitly declared by the designer
on the website or in some booklet they have produced. Other processes
where taken by toolkits or guide-lines. Some other where implicitly
described in the storytelling of the single projects.
This chart will be fundamental to inform the design strategies and,
especially, after it will be cross-analysed with the data gathered from
the field research a new process may be individuated along those existing ones.

Which data and information come out from this matrix?
the structures of different design precesses adopted by each
lab have common steps that have been exemplified as need
collecting actions, ideas collecting actions and delivery actions. These three terms don’t want to be a new way to design but just three words that highlight in a direct way, the
moment of interaction with people

needs collection

know the
people
clarify
priorities
I want to
look ahead

Inspiration / Hear

develop a
clear plan

collect input
from others

Implementation / Deliver
Ideation / Create

scaling
creating
synthesising
seeking

analysing

idea& concept
development
scoping &
project design

learning about
the user

analysis

test of new
concepts

communication of results

Processes

STRATEGIC
DESIGN
HDL

DIY TOOLKIT
NESTA

DESIGNKIT FIELD
IDEO

DESIGNGOV

MINDLAB

Image 5.3.5.1.3b: Processes of major labs and design
firms

INWITHFORWARD

SHIFT (FG)

CITIZEN DRIVEN
INNOVATION

OPEN POLICY
LAB

spend time with
people testing it

name perceived problems

needs collection

design

building a
strategy

alpha

discover

getting started

discover

ideas collection

collect individual stories

develop

co-designing
solutions

beta

ensuring sustainability

reframe
stories

decide

live

delivery

prototype

deliver

joining forces

retirement

implement
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Image 5.3.5.1.3c: Processes of major labs and design
firms
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5.3.5.1.4 Conclusion
The current chapter have presented a series of case studies as best
practices for design to achieve bonding, bridging and linking of social
capital through the co-design and co-production of public services.
The matrices have given a comparative framework of the practices
and have generated a paradigm for each design action and for each
element of the system.
Although, it seemed that the activities such as need collection, idea
collection and delivery are the key focus of the process being action-based more than the consequences of those actions (bonding,
bridging and linking).
The sample of labs analysed here cannot be considered for quantitative conclusions, nevertheless t is a consistent example to gather
information about qualitative data such as activities and tools used.
Due to the latter analysis, it is possible to define a clearer and complete
overview of these practices easier to navigate through.

5 Design practices / 5.3 Case studies for best practices

5.3.6 Toolkits matrices
This section considers the second element indispensable to understand how design addresses bonding, bridging and linking strategies,
and also which is the system underlying them.
A brief introduction about toolkit is due to the reader to understand
how they have been used and produced by designers.
Most of the practices recently applied to policy making have borrowed methods and tools directly from design or social science such as
ethnography, focus groups or co-design. Indeed, the idea of higher involvement of citizens has followed, in a parallel way, the development
of more participatory practices in the design methodology.
Indeed ‘Design also has a complex history of citizen engagement, the
‘practice of collective creativity in design has been around for nearly
40 years, going under the name of participatory design’ (Sanders &
Stappers, 2008)
Despite some successful experiences, as Geoff Mulgan (2014), leader
of NESTA, argues ‘Design methods have also been criticised for their
uneven usefulness: they can work well for some stages of the innovation process but less so for others, and some of the weaknesses of
design methods have been exposed by their application to novel fields.’
This consideration is bringing to the light the need for more appropriate methods and toolkits that can facilitate the communication among
diverse actors and can enhance a multidisciplinary collaboration.
Indeed, N. Carolan and L. Cruickshank (2011) in the article ‘Understanding Design Interventions in Democratic Innovation’ they propose
a Toolkit approach to cope with Democratic innovation
Therefore, further considerations need to be done regarding methods
to enhance participation. In the paper Opening Up Technologies to the
Social: Between Interdisciplinarity and Citizen Participation’ Susana
Nascimento and Alexandr Polvora (2013), individuate an evolution of
methods for civic engagement.
As previously stated in this study, different approaches can be adapted to participate in public policies.
A more top-down or expert-led ‘ first mobilize designers and social
scientists who identify together the initial conditions[…] After this initial characterization they usually work together with citizens to determine how citizens can participate, considering, for example, possible
stages of their involvement’ on the other end ‘other models, such as
those emerging from open design and peer-to-peer movements, offer
other rationales that allow for beginning-to-end processes of technical
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A design toolkit to engage citizens in
innovating policy making within ‘weak contexts’

development that choose to include fewer experts, and more lay or
semi specialized individuals or groups, through online communities
and other forums.’ (Nascimento, Polvora, 2013).
‘Bottom up approaches, even though less controllable in the outcomes ‘are gaining ground, and in specific cases, such development
even empowers users to make decisions about technical developments
and views citizens and communities as technical innovators or initiators’. (Nascimento, Polvora, 2013).
Different attempts have been made in selecting or shaping methods
to facilitate citizen participation. Some of these trial belong to the first
category more top-down focused and some others to the second with a
bottom up perspective exploiting new technologies.
In the first category, the ‘A-Z of tools and techniques’ is offered by the
UK Open Policy Lab and it is a selection of different assessed methods
borrowed from design and from management.
Still powered by the UK Policy Lab, designingwithpeople.org is a
platform with a collection of the main user-centered methods from interviews to design probes.
Two more examples in this category are in a book form:
‘Public Deliberation: A Manager’s Guide to Citizen Engagement’
(2006) that offers recommendation to public managers in when and
how demanding for a higher citizen engagement.
‘Citizen-Driven Innovation. A guidebook for city mayors and public administrators’ (2015) proposed by ENOLL (European network
of living labs) is an interesting step-by-step guide including different
methods and case studies to help practitioners in engaging citizens in
policy making.
These attempts, similarly to the previous ones, are mainly directed
to policy makers and experts, willing to improve the outcomes of their
policies.
On the other end, the emerging of bottom up methods designed for
citizens are focused on facilitating their participation attitude in public
decisions.
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5.3.6.1

Matrices

This paragraph is going to introduce a group of toolkits produced
by labs or organizations to facilitate the accomplishment of projects
regarding public or collective issues through design methods.
As it will be presented in the next chart, the selected toolkits can be
analysed through a few reading keys such as who they are addressed to
and which is their focus.
A further distinction should be made between the toolkit that are
merely online guidelines and the ones that are designed to be used as
physical objects to facilitate discussion.

> Target and focus

>Toolkits structures

> Operational/ physical asset

> Systemic and organizational

> Design strategies

> Mindset

Image 5.3.5.2.1a: Matrices to
analyse toolkits
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DesignGov
toolkit

161

Nesta DIY

I-Teams
10 points

Shift Guide

Darg
MONUM

HDL
Systemic
change

Friendly
Hacking

This chart divided the toolkit considered by their general
or focused aim and by target of destination. The general
toolkit are usually the ones who contain more information
also about logistic solution to produce change, others provide mostly the tool and how to use it. At the same time, in
accordance to the target, the toolkit gets a complete new
language and glossary.

IDEO
fieldguide

LabCraft

design oriented

The Studio
street toolkit
strategic

21 Hunches

general guidelines

focus

The target for the selected guidelines can be distinguished between
practitioners or designers and policy makers. They tend to have a different tone and stress according to which kind of people the toolkit has
been designed for.
Also each toolkit may have a focus just on the design practices or it
could contain broader indications regarding the system, partners and
other organizational information to build a wider paradigm in which
to operate

Which data and information come out from this matrix?

unMonastery
BIOS cards

for experts

audience

Target and focus

Policy Lab
change card

OpenPolicy
lab toolkit

Citizensdriven
innovation

for policy makers

DesignGov
Set a lab
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Image 5.3.5.2.1b: matrix target / focus.

Design strategies

Nesta DIY

IDEO
fieldguide

Citizensdriven
innovation

Toolkit structure

The next matrix has been built upon an in-depth analysis of each
toolkit. The four corners-factors that compose it are the main clusters
that emerge from a general overview.
The operational / physical asset: it contains all the information about
how the space where to operate and tackle public issues should be designed, or which physical assets are necessary for creative change to
happen.
The systemic / organization: comprehends all the necessary action
to guarantee the economic and logistic sustainability of a lab including
partnerships and networking
Design strategies: inform the main phases of the design process such
as techniques to deal with people or to generate and prototype ideas
Mindset: comprehends generic statement about which attitude designers and practitioners should enact when working to tackle collective and social issues.

Mindset

operational/
physical asset

unMonastery
BIOS cards

DesignGov
Set a lab

21 Hunches
(IWF)

LabCraft

The Studio
street toolkit

Policy Lab
change card

HDL
Systemic
change

Shift Guide

Darg
MONUM

Friendly
Hacking

I-Teams
10 points

DesignGov
toolkit

Systemic/organization
virtual
guidelines
physical
toolkits
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OpenPolicy
lab toolkit

162

Image 5.3.5.2.1c: Matrix toolkits’ structure

Mindset

operational/
physical asset

(SETALAB)

Supporting collaboration, Flexibility,
Access, Difference

place-based importance
the building utilities
the kitchen
remote working asset
sleeping arrangements
privacy and contemplation
hospitality
daily rituals
personal and social well-being
(UNMONASTERY)

space close/far to partners
appealing to different participants
inclusive not exclusive
white boards everywhere
(LABCRAFT)

the space

physical
toolkits

virtual
guidelines

Design strategies

Systemic/organization
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Toolkit structure

Image 5.3.5.2.1d: Matrix toolkits’ structure: operational/
physical asset

Mindset

5.networking

spot the champions: spotlist to get
started (CdrI)

listening posts (know your audience)
(UNM)
get immersed, not just ask, build for
the hardest to reach, positive deviance is powerful.
Create new narratives
(LABCRAFT)
exploit what is already felt among
people and keep up with it
(HDL)

digital social media are an opportunity to widen the appeal of
democratic engagement and create
a direct line to key decision makers
(DD)
Employ explicit methods, drawing on
cutting edge innovation skills
and tools, alongside strong project
management to get work done
(ITEAMS)

look for the less vocal citizens
(CDrI)

when deploying tools it is important
that the timeline coincide with events
in the community or ongoing efforts
of local groups(DARG)
using other media tools like stories,
film, audio to capture the decision-making process(learning roles)
IWF

gaming as a driver: a pile of lego
represents the importnce of getting
physical (LABCRAFT)

Board games as tools to decide and
plan together (DD)

building trust and relationship as
way to know users
do high-frequency activities
stay among locals to build trust
collect stories of people on the
ground and people in the service
naming a group of people and soend
lots of time with them.
(IWF)

Old tools and new tools
innovative uses of spaces or old tech
can be engaging as well.
social tools help citizens to engage
with others of the community.
Games can encourage future action
through incentives and compelling
narratives (DARG)

virtual
guidelines

stay close to people

physical
toolkits

online communities(27e)

hosting debates, inviting philosophers to spend time on the ground
(IWF)

networking among cities councils
(DARG)

tools to interact

leadership & responsibilities
assign leadership
(UNM)

Multiple and horizontal teams
blend creativity with analytic
keep teams small (IWF)

recrutiment and initiation: bring
people on
avoid language barriers
(UNM)

a core team, a network of partners
and the wider field.
Community of interest, community
of practice, pioneers, community of
influence
(LABCRAFT)

engage and publicise
online presence
survival strategiesto keep going
ensure visibility
(UNM)
tap into existing channels, using
introductions by established/trusted
players. preference for visual over
text, narrative or factual, conceptual
or practical. (SETALAB)

adaptive resourcing
cultivate networks of partners, peers,
collaborators and donors
interdisciplinary team
make extremes meet and create
change
create safe spaces
take a bird-eye view
create a community of change agents
to accelerate
nurture accountability
pull experience from everywhere
unexpected connections
(LABCRAFT)

innovation roles, people and training, innovation teams (DGOV)

6.communication

2.team building

virtual
guidelines

Have a bias towards action and aim
for rapid experimentation,
combining early wins with longer
term impacts. (ITEAMS)

pilots and trials.
(DGOV)

create experience to expose people to
new reference points& alternatives
using stories, film, improvisation and
role play techniques
(IWF)
Prompts for change testing out
mechanisms to learn what works
better
(IWF)

don’t create disappointment but
follow-up. fieldwork:i progettini
UNM,

know what you’re trying to discover,
if it isn’t working stop doing it, don’t
take it personally, be strict about
learning.
LABCRAFT

test collaboration, micro project
full cycle to show to be ready to act
therefore, to build trust.
CDrI

test and prototypes

keep open to replicate (UNM)

not scaling but embedding more
solutions in one community
(IWF)

transfer knowledge t create independent realities
(27e)

scale up without becoming rigid
stay nimble
create spin-offs
(LABCRAFT)

4. grow impact

Develop a lean funding model for the
team itself, and attract secure
funds from partners for implementation. (ITEAMS)

spot invisible resources among
citizens (CDrI)

monetize sets of stories and sell tools
to tackle them
setting up a membership for local
services to get coaching
(IWF)

keep neutrality, stability,flexibility
Models: project funding in exchange
of deliverables, unrestricted funding,
membership fees, financial or inkind support from anchor or parent
organizations.
(LABCRAFT)

3.business model

look for change agents (LABCRAFT)

spot the champions (CDrI)

gradually transition out whilst someone is still supporting the local team
spot for th positive deviance(IWF)

the lab and its spin-offs are themeselves a trial (LABCRAFT)

steward relationship

competitions and prizes, innovation
markets, calling for ideas, ideas
management system, innovation
jams, innovation tournaments,
mechanism of challenge
DGOV

fork it, challenges(site specific issues
UNM

ideation

forge strong links to executive power
inside government, leveraging
internal and external partnerships,
resources and insights, to achieve
goals.
Build a team with a diverse mix of
skills and a combination of insiders
and outsiders to government.
(ITEAMS)

be inside-out of the gov.
be neutral keep activists
(27e friendly hacking)

try to engage politicians in ethnographic process (IWF)

partnership with universities
find common ground with collaborators (use common tools)
respect collaborations barrier
(DARG)

preserve the lab’s point of view and
set of values
external to gov. unit but supported
by the public
avoid tp be co-opted by power
(LABCRAFT)

support your supporters
building networks and ambassadors
(UNM)

1.partnership&relationship

Design strategies

Systemic/organization

Design strategies

1% metrics (STUDIO)

Relentlessly measure impacts,
quantify successes, and be
sure to stop what isn’t working. (ITEAMS)

measuring and reporting
evaluate what succeed or not.
(DGOV)

hand in hand
look at the evidence (IWF)

book of mistakes
ongoing self assessment
document for others (UNM)

tracking fuzzy impact: difficult but required
new narratives : storytelling
feed-front
(LABCRAFT)

7. measuring & documenting

Systemic/organization
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operational/
physical asset

Mindset

operational/
physical asset

physical
toolkits
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Mindset

operational/
physical asset

The type of i-team you create should
be driven by your ultimate goal –
whether that goal is to generate specific solutions, engage citizens, grow
innovation capacity in the public
sector, or encourage system level
change. (iteams)

agree on a common set of rules
to ensure openness, transparency,
inclusiveness and share ownership
Define a vision adapted to city’s
needs (CDrI)

Celebrate success and share credit.
Continually demonstrate and communicate the i-team’s unique value.
(i teams)

promote innovations and give recognition
emphasise uncertainty (DGOV)

manage expectations
celebrate triumphs
imperatives as driving force
rule-breaking and conflict resolution
(UNM)

successes and failure

Creative Confidence
Make It
Learn from Failure
Empathy
Embrace Ambiguity
Optimism
Iterate, Iterate, Iterate
(IDEO)

be clear about wht you hope to
achieve. see the bigger picture from
different perspectives
(LABCRAFT)
the ‘WE’
deal with personal truths
surrender something
define a clear set of goals
set a behavior protocol
200 year plan
(UNM)

mindsets

virtual
guidelines

set of goals

physical
toolkits

Design strategies

Systemic/organization
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Image 5.3.5.2.1e - Image
5.3.5.2.1f - Image 5.3.5.2.1g:
Matrix toolkits’ structure:
systemic/organizational,
:
design strategies , mindset
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5.4 Conclusion: the
taking-giving approach
The previously introduced scenario has presented how the different
actors interact with each other’s and how the ‘change lab’ is the cornerstone of the system.
As anticipated, establishing channels for direct interaction between
citizens and policy makers is ineffective and counter-productive since
there is a major lack of pro-activity from both parties. Moreover, the
author assessed the need of a third actor to enable a system and being
catalyzer through concrete experiments of the interests and the needs
of the other stakeholders.

giving

taking

giving

taking

Due to the existing relationships among stakeholder within the weak
contexts, being the third actors it doesn’t just mean to work with the
two stakeholders separately but, through the design activities, it is necessary to ‘steward’ the ties among citizens and policy makers.
Stewarding these relationships means to reinforce the social capital
and also the spontaneous capability of people to act together toward a
common aim.
These considerations led to the formulation of the ‘taking-giving approach’ since, in weak contexts, it is important to keep the engagement
alive along the whole process and throughout the time.
Indeed, it implies a continuous happening of interactions. As Fung
argues ‘participation activities are more likely to contribute to the development of democratic skills when they take place often and regularly, than when they are a one off event or take place infrequently’.
(Fung, 2004)
For example, taking information or collecting needs is a way to involve people and make them feel part of the process. In the same way,
triggering discussion or delivering small prototypes is important to
keep them interested with tangible outcomes. On the contrary, if there

Chart 5.4a: taking - giving approach

is a sporadic interaction, people feel detached and abandoned and this
can affect the outcome and its success.
Although, organizing occasions where to interact with people takes
efforts and re-sources. This implies that the process of taking and giving needs to happen in the form of small and measurable interventions.
Also R. K. Garrett talks about micro contribution and says that small
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actions may lead to a greater sense of obligation (Garrett 2006).
Hence, if a citizen has taken part to a testing experiences, no matter
how limited or small scale, even if it is simply by answering a question,
is more likely to feel more committed to the issue or to the solution.
Both process of taking-giving with policy makers and with citizens
are described in the systemic booklet where the relationships are stewarded and made more and more connected with citizens.

Constant evidence
of the lab’s impact to
policy makers

The chart on this side, introduce the essential cornerstone to act
in weak contexts and gives an explanation to the choices of the tools
throughout the whole booklet in the respective road-maps.

giving
These values came up crossing the needs detected during the field
research in the weak context and the insights from the screening of the
different international experiences.
Regarding the interaction with citizens, the main factors to keep in
consideration is the need to go where people are (in the street, where
they go daily....) and spend time with them, to collect their stories more
than data and to arrange interactions with high frequency. The interaction with policy makers requires a constant evidence of success and to
get in touch with them but avoiding their strong influence over the lab’s
actions. One of the main factors to preserve the independence is the
choice of business model that has to rely not just on public resources
but on various models.

Mix of business models
to preserve the independence

Connected but

taking
Gradual up-skilling
Continuous micro behaviours
change experiments

Gradual up-skilling

place-based

Continuous micro behaviours
change experiments

giving

taking

Getting in touch with
the citizens in place

Stories collected in place

as citizens’ narrative

Act with high frequency
continuous small experiments

Chart 5.4b: taking key actions for weak contexts

First engaged with

simple dynamics

6.
The design toolkit
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6.1 Design objectives

This chapter will introduce the design outcomes of the present thesis that has been built upon the conclusions reached along the whole
research.
As emerged from the research questions, the main outcomes of this
study regard a system to enable the application of design practices to
public issues within weak contexts, including understanding the main
stakeholders and the main sustaining models.
On the other side, the outcome regards possible design strategies
that, within the introduced system, allow to address collective issues
in a process to tackle them. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the
design strategies are based upon the taking-giving approach.
As it will be introduced soon, these conclusions are framed as a set of
guidelines for practitioners in the shape of booklets.
The choice to design a set of guidelines is justified by the author along
two main reasons:
- Considering the premises of a context defined ‘weak’, the proposal of
a single tool or of one-action toolkit would have been inadequate since
it wouldn’t have considered the real situation and limits of reliability of
such a context. The guidelines, instead, are a complete collection that
allows to project and imagine a broader system for a long term change.
- The second reason to propose guidelines as a toolkit for practitioners is the complexity involved in the enabling of a multi-stakeholders
system and, at the same time, aimed at generating a positive impact for
citizens.

6.1.1 Introduction to booklets
The present booklets are framed upon the clusters emerged from the
toolkits ’evaluation labelled as: systemic/organizational, physical/operational, design strategies and mind-set.
Despite all four factors are essential to activate and lead the platform,
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this study will present in details just the ones regarding the systemic
asset and the design strategies.
The physical asset and the mind-set sections have been left out because they do not fit within the scope of the present study and with the
initial research questions
However, they are worth to be mentioned and explored further in
future studies

1. Partnerships

1.
Systemic
strategies

2.
Design
strategies

spot edgeryders

1
partner with gov.

2

4

1

3

partner NGOs

4

2

1. Need
collection

undiscerned needs

crowdsourcing

3
on street interact

Image 6.1.1a: Overview
Booklets
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The following paragraph will present in details the systemic booklet
and the design strategies booklet.
As previously mentioned, the content of each booklet has been decided upon the result of the case studies’ analysis, and the set of matrices
and charts that have been produced according to the collected data.
Each section would have indications about how to tackle the matrices
and how to gather the information needed for each project.
Every chart is provided of one or more directives. These vectors are
preferred situations for weak context suggested according to the information collected and collated from the field research.
Some of these directives is distinguished according to the personas to
which a specific action is addressed.

6.1.2 Personas
As stated previously, the target for the guidelines are the practitioners.
In this section it is important to explain who the practitioners could
be recognized with. In the systemic chart, they have been identified
with academics or experts from different backgrounds. Although as
academics or people related to university, the author mean experts of
industrial, service and strategic design.
On one side this choice is explicitly derived from the literature about
transformational design and collaborative encounters where service
design is referred to as the discipline which can convey complex issues
and multi-stakeholders systems
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The trailblazer

Independent and well-educated citizen
who intercept the need to change in the
Chinese environment. She focuses on
gaining and spreading the knowledge
about the place and the residents.
ACTIVITIES
Her main action is the organization of activities to cope with the local
problems through the engagement of citizens.
WEAKNESS
Her community lacks of tools, resources and of a bird-eye view on
the issue since it is so close to people that tends to see the problem as
an individual matter more than a common issue.
ROLE
They act as local drivers who are in contact with both low and high
educated citizens. They are physically present in a neighbourhood
and try to gain trust and recognition from residents as key actors for
change that could benefit their lives.
They are responsible for the management of the Spin off lab, an entity based on their current asset and that addresses their current activities to the resolution of a local common issue through design tools.
When the blazers of the spin off lab perceives a problem the booklet
will help them co produce and experiment solutions in place. They
could get in touch with the change lab to collaborate and bring the
project at a higher level.
ACTIONS
academics introduce the vision to them together with the strategy
and the booklets. They are offered to be part of a skilled network with
resources and support in exchange of collaboration, local knowledge
and the usage of local infrastructures.

6 Design toolkits / 6.1 Design objectives

The academic
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The policy maker

local skilled academic (designers); they have expertise to overview a complex issue and test innovative
solutions. They are backed by the university entity
that provides them tools, resources and reputation. According to this they are the sole trusted intermediaries
between policy makers and citizens.
ACTIVITIES
Her main action is the organization of events and planning fo a better integration with citizens.
WEAKNESS
Her experiments lacks of a bottom up perspective since it acts far
from the people or their interaction is sporadically and on a shallow
plan.
ROLE
They act as central hub that connects
drivers who are in contact with both low and high educated citizens.
They are physically present in a neighbourhood and try to gain trust
and recognition from residents as key actor for change that could benefit their lives.
They are responsible for the management of the Change lab, an entity based on their current asset and that addresses their current activities to the resolution of a common issues through design tools.
ACTIONS
University has adopted the present strategy as valuable to achieve
the long term vision that sees this institution as a driver and center of
social change for a major citizens engagement. The university provides
resources to achieve this vision, funding the change lab having internal academics as managers.
The Tongji University has already a long term plan to accomplish
the vision but it is still at a beginner level.

Officials from the district government, from the ‘jiedao’
committee as a section of the district and from the ‘jiedao jiuhuiwei’ as section of the ‘jiedao’.
They are part of a strict hierarchical model, each of them
being responsible of a limited territory.
The ‘jiedao’ and the jiedao jiuhuiwei’are the organisms to
which the final planning of the field research has been addressed.
ACTIVITIES
Maintaining social stability, to keep people under control through tokenistic actions (persuasion); to feed their reputation through political
promotion; to enact cost-saving efficient interventions
WEAKNESS
Their current actions are in contrast with the demand for change and
don’t follow the need for innovation and for new trends.
ROLE
They are asked to be endorsers for the change lab activities following
the line of the Siping project, and direct intermediaries with higher
ranks of policy making. Their initial relationship with the change lab
is to be noticed about problems and provide funds and allowing experimentation in exchange of measures and concrete efficacy of the
results.
ACTIONS
They will be introduced to the vision by university and academics
and
Their actions will include meetings and consultation with the academics. Although, the relationship is meant to grow and change along
the time, trying to include and involve the policy makers in a deeper
transformation of the system.
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The high educated citizen

These citizens live an individualistic culture around
the city.
They are usually under 35 year old and their main
space to gather is the web and social applications.
ACTIVITIES
They pursue a high quality life, career and development; they take part to events and to the international life of the city.
Most of them have been abroad where they lived for a period of time
working or studying. They stay in touch with their peers through social networks.
WEAKNESS
They are mainly disconnected from the problems and from other
neighbourhoods being focused on their success. The communities and
the relationships they are part of are shallow and mostly online based.
ROLE
They are asked to address their motivation to change and their whole
understanding of the world to collaborate to face local - based issues.
Their educational path gave them skills and capabilities to frame problems and find solutions.
They are asked to take part in the change lab as citizens and to take
part in the activities of the spin-off lab.
ACTIONS
They are introduced to the vision through online channels and by
their peers in contact with trailblazers or academics. They will stay
informed on the activities or they will be contacted during a project’s
process. They set themselves available to be part of co-design processes and of the co-production of solutions.
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The low educated citizen

These citizens usually live in neighbourhoods with
low-income businesses often street - based or irregular;
These residents, possibly migrants, are usually affected
by problems such as house destruction or environmental
danger.
ACTIVITIES
They are mostly involved conducing their low-income businesses
trying to gather money to allow their children a decent education. Although lots of them have less law rights than other due to their irregularity or their being migrants.
to feel far and abandoned by policy makers, although they still expect
them to act top-down.
WEAKNESS
They don’t tend to imagine things in a different way, they perceive
the existing policy making system as the only possible one and thy
expect change happing just form the traditional top-down approach
even if they feel abandoned and mistreated by the public entities. They
don’t want and don’t have time to take responsibilities
ROLE
They are usually the subjects of local issues and the ones who require
more effort in engagement. Their role will be nourished during the
time until it will be transformed in the acknowledgment of being capable to produce change by themselves.
ACTIONS
They are introduced to the vision through the trailblazers active in
their neighbourhood. They are asked to build trust for them through
different activities useful or not to the resolution of a problem.
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The Siping community project
1 event and 2 workshops

Tongji
University
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6.1.3 The vision and the information flow

Today
Today the project is just
the surface of a longer
and wider vision

The chart on the side explains clearly the process that would bring
the Guidelines to the real system and push their experimentation in the
context. The system shows how the booklet can be inserted in a long
term vision of Tongji University that regards the development of Siping community as one of the main driver for local social change. Today,
the Siping project is just the first drop of such vision, thus the booklet
can be presented as one of the possible strategies to achieve that vision
and being launched by university and powered by the academics part
of the university such as the ones that already today organize the Siping project together with a bigger team.

The booklet
1. Partnerships

spot edgeryders

partner with gov.

partner NGOs

The 20 years long term vision

University as a driver and
centre of social change including a deeper citizens’
engagement in
common issues.
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In the next page the information flow show exactly who are the main
actors involved and how the booklet is promoted along the system to
whom.
At first the author presents the guidelines as valuable tool to achieve
the vision. Afterward the strategy is accepted and the team of academics is reinforced and provided with resources to set up the lab and the
network. At this stage the strategy of the booklet is introduced to the
key stakeholders such as the trailblazers and the local policy makers.
Once these actors are part of the network, the booklet are available to
any of them and especially to the trailblazers who will enact the change
locally thanks to the design strategy guidelines.

The strategy

The guidelines as a
valuable strategy
to achieve the long
term vision

20 years

Image 6.1.3 The long term vision and the strategy of booklets
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Image 6.1.3 b The information
flow of the booklet
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Every actor considers the academic field to be reliable and trustworthy, therefore they are often available to support projects developed in that environment with a variety of resource.
In the specific context, the map shows the role of the university as
a parental organization of the change lab in a way that guarantees
reputation, expertise and resources.
On one side, it can rely on the sporadic relationship that university
has with policy makers due to the common activities of approval,
authorisation, funds seeking...

6.2.1 Getting Started

For the full booklets
> see Appendix II

Academics as enablers of platforms for
change.
These booklets contains the guidelines for all the academics and
change makers who are willing to activate platforms for change to
influence public and collective issues.
These platforms are willing to be invisible networks of people who
have the skills and the motivation to address and tackle public problems.
The systemic map below shows a possible scenario for these platforms to connect citizens and policy makers in the resolution of
public issues within a weak context.
It is based on the possibilities defined by the possible relationships
and opportunities on who could enable actions in these contexts.
The centre of this map is the ‘change lab’, the cornerstone of the
platform, a physical and virtual entity, generated from the intensive
network enabled by the university and the academic environment.
The role of academics is to enable these platforms and keep them
alive. Indeed, universities revealed to be among the few realities in
weak contexts with two main peculiarities:
-they represent the innovation hub, where the knowledge circulate
and skilled people meet each other to collaborate
- they maintain the highest number of relationships with enabling
actors representing the cornerstone among them and allowing important encounters among people that wouldn’t meet otherwise.
Furthermore, it is one of the few links with international experts
and knowledge-based organizations.

On the other side, the academics and the innovative world can be a
catalyst of the knowledge provided by change agents or, as defined
here, trailblazers.
These actors are those individuals who push for the change to happen at the bottom level dealing with citizens needs and issues. They
are usually linked to cultural and innovative environments and they
usually seek for more expertise and resources.
This double side relationship sets the change lab as sole bridge between such actors and as enabler of encounters among them.
It is important to take in consideration the reluctance of policy makers in absorbing innovation into their practice and to open the process to citizens and other actors, and, on the other side the lack of
sense of belonging and responsibility spread among citizens.
Therefore, the academic environment, in this case the lab, is in the
position where new processes of change are not just eager to happen but also they are felt as a responsibility.

6 The design toolkit / 6.2 The systemic asset booklet

6.2.2 The system map
How to read it
The flow chart represents a possible system that could support design practices to engage citizens in public policy and service making.
It is built upon a web of possible relationships and of key enablers
surrounding the lab.
Each of these actors has a defined key role according to his/her
close or distant network and of stakeholders.
The actions happening along these relationships are aimed to steward the ties building among direct and indirect related actors.
Each component is affected by the change in three ways: producing
the change, changing by itself, and living the change.
In this map, the ones producing the change are the academics and
the trailblazers, responsible for enabling the labs and for planning
and designing the interaction with the key stakeholders.
The actors who change by themselves are the citizens and the policy
makers who will be involved in the projects and will change their
capabilities and their attitude in dealing with each other.
The people living the change are the citizens who will not take part
into the activities and will not change their capabilities although
they will perceive the change and recognize new structures and initiatives being influenced by them.
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6.2.3 The index and the system in a nutshell
> Be the enabler: bring the network to the life
> Create the structure of your lab: aims and objectives
> Share the plan with the world to reach potential stakeholders
> Get in touch with trailblazers
> Spot the positive deviance close to people
> Share your vision and your strategy
> Define mutual values to exchange

index

> Partner with policy makers
> Spot the positive deviance within public entities
> Share your vision and your strategy
> Get endorsement and resources and involve them

1. Getting started
1.1 Are you in a weak context?
1.2 Are you an enabler?
1.3 The system map
1.4 The system in a nutshell
1.5 What is the lab aimed at?

> Define a business model
> Choose the best model for your context
> Leverage on your network of partners to get funds
> Spot the invisible resources among citizens
> Support back your supporters

2. Build partnership
2.1 Get in touch with trailblazers.
2.3 Academics and the Change lab
2.4 Trailblazers and the spin off lab
2.5 Get in touch with policy makers

> Recruit a team
> Leverage on the communities around you
> Get in touch with the champions
> Mix skills and experiences
> Communication ad networking
>Build a system of communities
>Keep your network updated and inform it with your practices
>Enlarge the network over the borders

3. Experiment business models
4. Build a team
5. Build a network to
communicate yourself
Image 6.2.3a: index of the
systemic asset booklet
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6.3
The design strategy
booklet
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index

Introduction
‘taking and giving approach’

1.
The flow chart
2.
Involve them
3.
Connect them
4. Interaction with
policy makers
5.
Collect needs
		
6.
Collect ideas
Image 6.3a: index of the design strategy booklet

7.
Deliver it
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6.3.1 The flow chart
How to read it

For the full booklets
II

The flow chart that will follow in the next pages represents a possible design process that you can use to > see Appendix
tackle collective issues and to deliver a service. Its focuses is on how each phase can guarantee frequent interactions
with citizens and external actors.
The flow chart is meant to be a guided process for trailblazers to
achieve the resolution of collective issues with a positive effect on
local social capital.
The essential structure of the process is inspired by the main design models also adopted form other labs but, in this case, it has
a strong stress over the tools used along the path and how they
try to involve citizens with simple dynamics to impact on the social capital.
It can be read according to different layers.
The first one is the time based layers explicit in the division of
phases, each of them starting with a key question.
A second layer is based on these same questions seen as knots of
the charts from where trailblazers can start according to the state
of the project.
The third layer is based on the interactions with citizens happening throughout the whole process, already defined as part of
the taking-giving approach. They are shown with arrows facing
either inward or outward according if they are taking or giving
exchanges. Each of these moments can happen in different ways,
in facts, following the arrows there is a list of intervention that
can be organized. The smaller they are figured, the more time
they require to be really accomplished in a weak context.
A fourth layer is associated to the numbers assigned to each
phases and to each interactions. Indeed they correspond to the
paragraph in this same booklet, where they are described in
detail. Each paragraph will present a small system map used to
frame the different experiences and it will show opportunities to
interact with people.
The roadmap, instead, will introduce a ‘preferred path’ suggest-
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ed for weak contexts where influencing public policy making
along a time scale where the engagement becomes deeper end
deeper along the time. The roadmap start from tools that are
suggested to be used within the current premises and follow a
possible path of development of the context in which the practitioner operate. Each tools is usually represented with the kind of
actors who are required
This flow chart has not to be seen as an untouchable and definitive solution, on the contrary, it is surrounded by white space
where the user can and must modify it, add things and remove
others. They are also invited to share it and make a growing organism out of it.

list insights
/
visualize collected
stories

facilitation
/
informing policy making

inform
policy makers

DISCERNED
PROBLEMS

I have a hunch
there is a problem

collect ideas

5.

Is your problem
defined?

Image 6.3.2a: the flow chart
that describes the design
process
catalyse
insights

Do you have a hunch
there is a problem?
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7.
The prototyping
and the re-frame
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7.1
Prototyping in
DingHaiQiao
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Where: Ding Hai Qiao Neighbourhood, community’s space.
How: this prototyping was aimed at enlighten the how change
agents, deeply acknowledged of locals’ problems, could frame
the issues in the form of a storytelling and help them to see an
overview of the problem. Also this experiment has been planned
as first part of the prototyping to then use the output to test the
possible collaboration of the trailblazers with designers and academics related in university.
Tools: Citizens’ story booklet, tools card from the idea collection
section, New story booklet, camera and video recorder.

Prototyping experience
Who. Ding Hai Qiao community was chosen representing change
agents group.
Ding Hai Qiao has several different volunteers who vary from
a strong design back-ground to interested individuals trying to
engage with something positive and innovative. Four of these
people were available for the prototyping of this service kit.

Image 7.1a: a participant the
during the prototyping session

Image 7.1b: the tools used for
the prototyping session

First a small explanation was given to them about the project
and the three stages of the prototyping exercise.
The first stage would be for the participant to fill in a booklet
asking them to write a short story of someone they have met in
the neighbourhood who has a particular problem which can be
said to affect more than just themselves but also could paint a
picture of a broader issue.
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The participants did this, mostly writing about a child that they
have been having a close relationship with and have found their
ability to solve his problems a big challenge. The child has a negative relationship with his parents and his school-work is suffering because of this.
The second part of the prototyping the participants were presented with a series of cards with different tools explained in
simple descriptions. Tools such as “provocation” and “behaviour
change” where proffered to them and they were asked to choose
two that they felt could address the problem stated in the story. This allowed them time to read and think about several tools
which they may not have considered otherwise.
The third stage asked the participants to rewrite the story including the intervention of the tools they had chosen. This was
an attempt to create a hopeful imagining of how they could best
implement these tools themselves and also showed how they had
understood the tools and their interaction with the neighbourhood which they have particular knowledge.

Key Learnings
Trailblazers were really surprised by the tools and found them
interesting being a different way to tackle with what they usually
do.
Although it has been observed that change agents have some difficulties to see the bigger problem from a single story since they
are constantly in touch with individuals and tend to watch from
one perspective their story.
They demonstrated to be give useful suggestions on how to upgrade the tools based on their experience on field.
According to these insights the guidelines may be thought as a
living set of tools that are tested and upgraded by different practitioners.

Image 7.1c: a participant during the first part of the prototyping session
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Image 7.1d: a participant during the second part of the
prototyping session

Image 7.1e: Chen Yun during
the first part of the prototyping session
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7.2
Prototyping in
Tongji University

Who: Ming Jie, designers and organizer of the Siping Community, active researcher at Tongji University, has taken part to the
second prototyping in the role of practitioner
Where Tongji University, department of design
How: this prototyping experiment was aimed at understanding
how designers and academics deal with specific problems collected from bottom up and how they would address them to pol-
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icy makers, both in the form of a problem and hoe they would
ad-dress the solution and the delivery upon it.
Tools: Citizens’ story booklet, tools card from the idea collection
section, camera and video recorder.
Prototyping experience
At first the participant was presented with the stories collected
in the previous proto-typing session in DingHaiQiao leaving her
the time to read them.
In a second moment she was asked to choose among the tools
presented the two who would better address the problem and
also she was required to comment those choices.
The third step required her comment on how to address those
problem to policy makers due to her role and her relationship.
She pointed out that, as a problem, she would send an e-mail to
people of the local government noticing that problem. On the
other side, if she was given the challenge to solve that problem,
she would probably not contact directly policy makers, but she
would get in touch with other institutions such as, in the case of
the child, to a primary school and work in there with the children
to address the issue and get to a possible solution.

Image 7.2a: MingJie during
the first part of the prototyping session
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Key learnings:
She confirmed her role (academics and designers) as intermediary between citizens and government since a direct contact between those two actors is difficult and unproductive.
Although, it emerged that the participant would act over a problem if specifically commissioned for it even though she demonstrated to be highly motivated in acting with the community of
citizens.
It has been observed that she had some difficulty in understanding the problem at first from a single story unless the big issue
was pointed out.
These learnings confirm the need of a more consistent team of
people as enablers since individuals have little powers to take
initiatives.
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8.
General
conclusions
Returning to the questions posed in the introduction, this study
has explored the main challenges of weak contexts and defined
them as premises for the design research.
The initial question regarded which are the factors impeding the
experimentation of designers with civic participation in public
services and policies. Following, the author has stated the main
objective of this study as researching the possible system and design strategies to allow experimentation in such contexts.
It has been highlighted how these contexts could be described
as places with a consistent lack of social capital intended as the
ability of citizens to gather and collaborate to pursue a common
goal.
Thus, from a literature review about this topic it emerged that
the elements that mainly build social capital are the relationships
and the way they are already constructed in a certain place determine social justice together with economic and political success.
In particular, China has been considered as example of weak context due to the absence of horizontal ties and the prevalence of
vertical ones that hindered the ability of people to build the citizenship and to act together to demand for a roper welfare state.
In accordance to the concept of ‘weak context’ a strategy has been
stated highlighting the opportunities present in such place. Indeed, the notion of informal network and positive deviance have
been introduced as element to leverage on to generate a change.
Hence, the protagonists of those opportunities have been considered as the key actors to empower along the three main factors that constitute social capital defined as bonding, bridging
and linking.
This has led to the definition of transformational design and oth-
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er design practices that have included the idea of academics and
designers as agents of change and enablers of action platforms.
These statement required an investigation on field to identify
possible key stakeholders in the Chinese context and, in particular, in the city of Shanghai. Indeed, different interviews have
been held with the aim to gather insights about the current situation and possible future direction and also to measure the
motivation for change of the people investigated. According to
a series of field explorations and considering the previous desk
research, a possible scenario has been outlined in the shape of
a system map composed of a variety of stakeholders defined as
possible enablers of transformative design practices.
Following what emerged from the field research, a direct interaction between citizens and policy makers would be inefficient
and counterproductive. Thus, the need of a third actor labelled
as change lab, product of the university and made of academics
and change agents. It represents the knot at the centre of multiple directions networks and the possible connection among actors who wouldn’t collaborate otherwise.
Of particular importance is the relation between academics
and policy makers, the connection amid academics and change
agents and the close interaction of these latter with citizens.
These particular ties are central to achieve change.
As the system has been outlined, it has been fundamental to
understand closely how the relationship can be undertaken and
concrete actions pursued.
To achieve this, a series of best practice within design and policy
making has been explored and analysed according to design activities in regard of bonding, bridging and linking. The outcome
of this investigation consisted in a series of charts and matrices
that generally map the landscape of the best practices.
A similar analysis has been undertaken for a series of toolkits
containing guideline about design strategies, systemic assets,
physical space and mind-set.
This analytic study crossed with information gathered from field
research, led to the definition of design approach likely to succeed in a weak context: the taking-giving approach. It consists of
small frequent interactions between practitioners and citizens to
allow the stewardship of relationship and capabilities.
According to these results, a set of guidelines has been proposed
in the shape of two booklets respectively regarding the systemic
asset and the design strategies.
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The systemic asset booklet begins with the system map and goes
along with strategies to define the goals, build partnerships,
gather the team, and suggestions about how to create a network.
Each section is completed with former matrices and the directives build upon the insights gathered on field.
The design strategies booklet begins with a flowchart that simulate a design process with different choices along the path that
regard the taking-giving approach and report also the resources
to leverage on.
transforming the guideIts main sections regard the collection of needs, the
collection of ideas and the delivery phase which are all lines into an open set of
explained in details throughout the booklet.
living tools that practiSome of the tools have been tested during two sessions
of prototype both with change agents than with academic designers experimenting the individual capabilities and the possible partnership among those actors.

tioner around the world
could test and upgrade
according to their experience.

Despite several points of this study have been proved to be concrete and possible to be enacted, it still represents an open research that need further experimentation to be better assessed.
The tools proposed in the booklets need to be presented in a more
extensive way once they have been tested in other weak contexts
to understand how they can evolve from the original structure.
According to the information learnt from the prototyping sessions and from further reflections, it is possible to state some future steps that could be considered starting from this document.
Hence, for instance the specific relationships undertaken by the
different actors could be a further topic of study developing and
testing in the specific tools to allow that particular interaction.
Another interesting topic would be transforming the guidelines
into an open set of living tools that practitioner around the world
could test and upgrade according to their experience.
In conclusion the present study aims to be a draft, a base where
several possible researches about weak contexts could take off to
be able to understand in details how the strategies and the systems would be implemented in interesting ways.
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National scale

MINDLAB, Denmark

Mind Lab’s core staff consists of:
Six project managers with a mix of skills including social research, design, public ad-ministration, project management, organizational development and creative facilitation.
How
MindLab uses different User-Centered methods that allows the
interaction with public entities, experts and citizens. Citizens are
mostly included as stakeholders’ groups (final users) so particularly interested in the public service discussed. The most common
methods in which citizens are involved are:
the ethnographic interview, workshop facilitation, participant
observation.
Why
Mindlab’s projects are mostly deputed to incremental improvement of existing services and of existing policy makers.
Business model:
Mindlab is mostly public funded by ministries establishing a
constraint in commitment of the lab’s activities as the 80% are
decided by the government.

What
MindLab is a cross-governmental innovation unit which involves citizens and businesses in creating new solutions for society.
When
from 2007
Where
based in Copenhagen, Denmark
covers mostly National issues
Who
Powered by
A group of public entities represents Mindlab’s owners: The
Ministry of Employment, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry
of Business and Growth and Odense Municipality.
Run by

Image 5.3.4.1a: Mindlab;
from Mindlab website
Sources: mind-lab.dk

Impact on Social capital
on bonding
Mindlab is structured as a Design agency. They have defined
methods that are used and combined in different projects.
The initiative Hacking Mindlab’s culture tried to review their
methods and the relation-ship among the members of the team
through a game logic.
on bridging
Mindlab has a limited interaction with people, it tends to create ties among the users that are already part of the same group.
The most kind of interaction are based upon traditional user-centered techniques where people are considered as final users not
as participant of the process. The most common techniques to
approach personally citizens include interviews, observation and
target groups workshops.
on linking
Mindlab has a strong relationship with institutions and policy
makers. It is owned by different ministries and funded publicly.
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LABORATORIO DE GOBIERNO, Chile

The 80 per cent of their time is pre-committed by government
and the remaining 20 per cent left open for flexible and ad hoc
requests.
Outcomes
Knowledge and Information for ministries’ action
Project to support public reforms
Evaluation
Mindlab’s culture allows a limited problem’s ownership to citizens. When dealing with public policies the inclusion is guaranteed just to the interested people more than to a wider group. On
one side, this method is effective since it generates a narrow focus
on the problem and a straighter path to the solution (and this is
probably necessary for a lab that is directly committed and responsive to the government). On the other side, a targeted approach might encourage NIMBY behaviors or at least not contrasting them. Nevertheless, this may not constitute a risk in any
context where there is a high commitment for the public but it
could result inappropriate in weak-democratic cultures.

Image 5.3.4.1 b: Laboratorio
de Gobierno.
Source: Ministerio del Interior,
www.onemi.cl/

What
Laboratorio de Gobierno is a multidisciplinary team of the
Government of Chile.
When
from 2014
Where
based in Santiago, Chile
covers national government and municipalities
Who
Powered by a board composed by representatives from the
following Ministries and Public Services: Interior, Finance,
General Secretariat of the Presidency, Economy, Social Development, Corfo (Chilean Economic Development Agency) and
the Civil Service
Run by
Advisors of government and a team of 7 designers
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How
New relationship State-citizens. Use of Territories in residence.

LABODEMO, Spain

Why
It is committed in involving external actors and designers in
the implementation of a public services.

What
LaboDemo (Democratic Laboratory) is a consultancy that
offers tools of change for the new democracy. The aim is to
open institutions and organizations to create a more participatory and democratic world.

Business model
Four years funded by the government: 4 million euros/year.
Outcomes
Crowdsourcing of ideas to inform the government.
To implement and prototype reforms and official changes.
Impact on Social capital
on bonding
Laboratorio del Gobierno is trying to create and reinforce capabilities inside the team with NESTA to definitely start with
their program on 2016.
on bridging
They crowdsource ideas from people online and especially they
try to create ties with experts from the academic world.
on linking
It wants to help policy makers to cope with complex challenges.
They try help the policy makers to be more citizens-oriented.
Evaluation
They embedded designers and innovators inside the government that showed an interesting open mind.
They are open to learn from other labs and keep themselves
updated about what is going on. This lab is strictly committed
with Nesta and Mindlab approach and doesn’t usually put in
question any of the existing methods. They tend to just transfer
the ‘best practices’ from other countries and directly apply to
their own country instead that reframing them for the context.
Their intention to put citizens in the center is not clear and it
doesn’t necessarily mean to make them part of the process.

Where
based in Spain,
It is open to clients from different countries and at different
levels
How
It is based on three main tools:
Reddit, as a global central space for all the members of Podemos.
Loomio, as a work space for the circles and for specific projects.
Appgree, as a pooling tool for specific times and questions
(when the problems because of the proprietary licensing of
the tool get solved).
Why
To engage big groups of people in policy making
Business model
Funding and in-kind resources from private sector
Outcomes
digital engagement strategies as well as developing and
implementing new tools to help expand the boundaries of
these areas. Research and development of new models of
tools for collaborative policy making and massive deliberation.
Impact on social capital
On bonding
Team building for participation management.
On bridging
Designing a participation open to all, regardless of the dig-
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DESIGNGOV, Australia

ital skills of each one using tools that are already available
to everyone (Loomio, Reddit, DemocrcyOS)
On linking
Collaboration with political parties as provider of participatory services, tools and strategies.

Evaluation
Labodemo is not place-based but it acts as a consultancy
for digital strategies to political parties. It provides the improvement of participatory activities for specific contexts
and their service is 360 degrees wide. Although they are
not dedicated to the change of a specific place and they answer to a demand of participation that already exists in the
clients’ country.

Image 5.3.4.1 c: Designgov.
Source: designgov website design.
gov.au

What
DesignGov has been a cross-government unit or the Australian Centre for Excellence in Public Sector Design.
When
pilot project from July 2012 until December 2013
Where
based in Australia
covers national level government
Who
Powered by
Australian Public Service, the board team is made up of secretaries and commissioners of different public agencies. Through
the Board, DesignGov reported to the Secretaries Board.
Run by
The team (core and on assignment) counted 7 people between
Strategic analysts, innovation advisors and one designer.
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How
The APS established a collaborative experimentation program,
modelled on the Danish MindLab, to develop and trial solutions to significant and cross agency problems in areas including policy and service delivery.
They established the ‘innovator’s behaviors’. According to diffused processes they built up their own Design process to lead
to the solution: Seeking, analyzing, Synthesizing, Prototyping,
Scaling,
Why
It was established to collaborate with agencies and the design
ecosystem to apply strategic co-design processes and thinking
on complex issues which lead to improved outcomes, efficiencies and effectiveness of public solutions, build agency and institutional capability for collaboration and innovation.
Business model
The 18-month pilot phase of DesignGov has been supported
by foundation investors, supporting investors, and project investors.
Outcomes
DesignGov was expected to undertake two to three projects
that are:
develop and test new approaches to complex policy challenges
and to enhance government program delivery; apply and test
tools/processes and bring new skills to support innovation in
the APS; capture, synthesize and disseminate examples of best
practice in Australia and overseas; respond to citizen demand
for responsive and innovative services.
Impact on Social capital
on bonding
They considered and tested a series of tools to help people from
different backgrounds to work together and co-create services.
on bridging
There are few attempts to interact with the private sector. Although it is not clear how they experimented a broader interaction with citizens or outside interest groups.
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on linking
The projects undertaken by DesignGov are chosen by the
CEO of DesignGov in con-junction with the other members of
DesignGov’s Board. One key point of DesignGov is the transfer
of capabilities to policy makers to change their attitudes and
way to approach problem. They worked in close contact with
many people from public agencies in a different environment.
Evaluation
Design Gov has been a short experiment with really clear
goals. Although their projects where mostly focused in innovating public services or relationship with companies more
than engaging with citizens.
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27E REGION, France

9 people team with additional 40 design and sociologist associates spread across France.
Embracing multidisciplinary, the organization mobilizes expertise from design and creative design, social science (anthropology, sociology, participant observation) or amateur practices (do-it-yourself, adult education etc).
How
action research activities with the aim to prototype new methods to design and implement public policies through field experimentations.
resource center aims to build and share common knowledge
and know-how, and encourage peer-to-peer exchanges within
public sector.
Method: Friendly Hacking
Why
The 27e region aims at spreading a design approach for the
regional government especially in the form of capability transformation (transfo) and the resolution of issues related to specific challenge.

What
La 27e Région intends to be a “laboratory for public transformation” or a ‘do-tank’. It conducts action research programs
(Territorial residencies, the Transfo) to test new methods with
public stakeholders.

Image 5.3.4.1 d: la 27e
Region; The Transfo, Bourgogne Region;
Source: www.la27eregion.fr

When
from 2008
Where
based in Paris, France
covers regional governments
Who
Powered by
elected regional official, a consultant and a dissident philosopher of the digital world in an alliance with the Association of
French Regions (ARF).
Run by

Business model
They are based on different business models such as companies’ membership, funding from the for-profit sector and
funding and in-kind resources from the public sector.
Outcomes
Territoires en résidence
Territories in Residence (“Territoires en Résidences”) is the
first program developed by La 27e Région.
the Transfo
La Transfo is an experimental and inter-public services program
It seeks to create, with its partner public departments, a prototype of their specific innovation “lab’
Superpublic
is a space entirely dedicated to transforming public action. It is
equipped for leading creative design workshops
Impact on Social capital
on bonding
They collaborate with diffused teams on the territories of all
the different regions. That means that local team are small but
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FUTUREGOV, UK

supported by a national network with tools and best practices.
on bridging
The acupunctural approach applied through ‘territories in residence’, is an attempt of establishing close connections with citizens and their real contexts. They designed with inhabitants,
community workers and local associations.
on linking
They consider themselves as partners of the government not
as subcontractors.
Although it has developed strong ties to regional government
through its governance and funding structures
Le transfo: encourage linking between citizens and policy makers in regional realities.
Evaluation
.Writing documentation helps the movement to be more reflexive, intelligent, to ask the right questions and to go forward
Through experimentation, Territorial Residencies aims to
demonstrate the value of an approach based on the observation of uses, the expertise of citizens and professionals in the
field,
They adopt an intense use of visual and physical tools to think
and simplify the communication with other actors.
To be efficient, the temporary lab is a lightweight mechanism
compatible with budgetary restrictions.

Image 5.3.4.1 e: Futuregov;
Source: wearefuturegov.co.uk

What
A consultancy that deliveries innovative products, services and
organizational systems to national and local authorities.
When
from 2008
Where
based in London (UK) and Melbourne (Australia)
covers local (regional) governments in both countries
Who
Powered by
Started from local governments, seed funded by Nesta
Run by
50 people: a diverse range of backgrounds. From local government to design, technology and consultancy
How
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LABORATORIO PARA LA CIUDAD,

FutureGov uses a mix of tools of service design and its techniques.

Mexico city

Why
Futuregov aims at improving policy makers capabilities and in
solving specific challenges.
Business model
seed funded by Nesta
Funded by local and regional government
Outcomes
Digital Products
Service Consultancies
Impact on Social capital
on bonding
the team is mostly made of service designers but there isn’t a
particular focus on the internal dynamics among team members.
on bridging
The process is often co-designed with people who have the
experience of accessing to the considered public service. The
outcomes are strongly community focused
on linking
FutureGov is directly funded by local governments to reduce
cost of public services through smart solutions. The projects
are often designed and piloted in partnership with local councils.
Evaluation
FutureGov experience teaches that from a strict logistic brief
(save up costs of a service) creative simple solutions can be implemented
FutureGov solutions are often designed to give independence
to local realities and stakeholders to carry on with innovative
experimentation by their own, giving tools such as checklists,
recommendations, physical tools

Image 5.3.4.3a: Laboratorio
para la ciudad;

What
The laboratorio para la ciudad is mexico city’s experimental office for civic innovation and urban creativity, the first city government department of its kind in Latin America.

Source: labcd.mx/

When
From 2013
Where
Based in Mexico City
Covers city level government
Who
Powered by
Government and experts. The lab is a new breed of government office.
Run by
A team of 21 people of architects, technologists, editors, art
historians, political scientists, journalists, urban planners,
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filmmakers, sociologists, designers, urban psychologists

those who are interested in design issues and ethics.

How
Experiments: small-scale interventions, prototypes, soft infrastructure. If they prove successful at a micro-scale they can be
adopted by the city at a larger scale,
“provocations”. More than a simple questions or hypothesis,
provocations also contain the seed of an action.
Azotea is an occasion to ponder social scripts and urban futures
to create dialogues and ignite controversies, to build bridges
between government, individuals and creative communities

Evaluation
Their projects are classified as #experiments that describe the openness to failure and to testing disruptive solutions although it may remain experimental
and not lead to concrete solutions.
Every project is meant to involve people not just as
users group but as citizens who own the solutions.
They are focused in impacting social cohesion and
social capital. They seek for a language to involve
citizens in complicated matter such as gamification
practices.
FutureGov uses a mix of tools of service design and
its tech

Why
The aim of this lab is focused in engaging citizens and in enhancing the sense of citizenship.
Business model
Funded by the government and by private organizations such
as the Rockefeller foundation.
Outcomes
Rethinking, reimagining, and reinventing the way citizens and
government can work together towards a more open, more livable and more imaginative city.
Projects, encounters (conferences, rooftop sessions, workshops, etc.) And inquiries (research, residencies, etc.)
Impact on social capital
On bonding
The internal dynamics are not clear from the lab’s visible channels.
On bridging
As the highest expression of public space, the streets have the
potential to meet the ideal conditions for resolving social tensions.
On linking
Connect government and citizens: digital technologies, creating tools but also spaces for interaction, developing ideas and
promoting innovative policy and best practices.
Connect government and designers: in conjunction with academia and experts to create communication links between
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NEW URBAN MECHANICS,

Mayor Office NUM builds partnerships between constituents,
academics, entrepreneurs, non-profits and City staff.

Boston, Philadelphia, USA

How
They collaborated to the creation of a guide to Embed innovation in Policy making.
DARG methodology: a guide to building productive, sustainable, and mutually beneficial collaborations between government entities, research institutions, and local community organizations when implementing civic innovation projects
Why
The focal areas cover a broad range of work from increasing
civic participation, to improving city streets, to boosting educational outcomes.
Business model
Funded by the government

What
New Urban Mechanics is a network of civic innovation offices
as in-house research & development group.
The aim is to explore how new technology, designs and policies
can strengthen the partnership between residents and government.
When
from 2010 (Boston)
Where
based in Boston (MONUM), Philadelphia, Utah Valley
covers city level
Who
Powered by
City of Boston (mayor)
Run by

Image 5.3.4.3c: New Urban
mechanics.
Source: newurbanmechanicsorg

Outcomes
Boston’s MONUM focuses on four major issue areas:
Education: (1) strengthening parent engagement and (2) prototyping the digital district. The specific projects are diverse
as well – from better park benches to high tech apps to new
methods of supporting local entrepreneurs.
Impact on Social capital
On bonding
Thy defined an internal guide called DARG to define internal
methodology. Although the internal dynamics are not clear
from the lab’s visible channels.
on bridging
different creative experiments to enhance the sense of belonging to the neighborhood to inspire and strengthen community,
to deepen sense of ownership of the city, and educate on the
democratic process. Games that make planning playful include both on-line interaction and in-person meetings.
on linking
Different creative experiments have been designed to connect
citizens with the city hall. Some of the pilots have a strong behavior-change goal to promote sustainable life-styles city-re-
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lated.
Most of the attempts to connect citizens and council leverage
on the diffusion of digital technologies to inform in both ways,
to map to access (City Hall To Go),
Evaluation
MONUM has an interesting experimental approach focused
on creative interventions aimed at building relationships more
than just replan services.
The pilots are mostly designed to bring collective intelligence
within the public sector
They enhanced community-driven improvement and development.
Gaming has been included in some pilot project
A non-traditional approach to community input will bring in
more participants, elicit more qualitative feedback, and allow
residents to work collaboratively toward identifying potential
solutions.
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PUBLIC POLICY LAB - NYC, USA

What
The Public Policy Lab is a non-profit organization committed
to the more effective de-livery of public services to the American people.
The research is geared toward encouraging systemic change in
public-service delivery, not just one-off design solutions.
When
from 2011
Where
based in NYC, USA
covers national and local level government
Who
Powered by
Government and public agencies as partners and clients.
Run by
The team (core and on assignment) counted 5 people such as
designers, entrepreneurs and public advisors.
How
engage in research at the intersection of policy and user-centered design, examine how policy goals and public services can
be assessed through the experience of their users, identify best
practices from the design professions that can bring value to
the public sector, directly engage with government leaders and
designers in projects to improve service delivery.
Why
The principal goal is to assist government in delivering better
public services.
Business model
Partner organizations may be asked to contribute staff time, facilities, and other in-kind resources and to make a small contribution toward administrative costs and demonstrate executive
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INWITHFORWARD, Vancouver, Canada

support in advance of initiating the program.
Outcomes
They provide resources to the public sector in three ways:
Offering direct technical assistance to federal and New York
City agencies.
Providing research that shows how service design benefits
both agencies and citizens.
Creating opportunities for policymakers to share information
with public-sector peers and designers.
Impact on Social capital
On bonding
Although the internal dynamics are not clear from the lab’s
public channels
On bridging
They represent a channel people can have to be involved in
policy making to express their voice. Public Policy lab use different methods to interact with people: from ethnography to
co-design. They aim to make their services accessible to different cultures and enable residents’ involvement in the design
and delivery of local services and amenities.
on linking
Their relation with policy makers is mostly a partnership with
shared interests in im-proving or delivering a service. They are
usually hired or included in the development of a service as
expert partners.
Evaluation
They present themselves in a clear and direct way. They attempted different experience of people’s direct involvement.
The outcome is strongly depending on the conditions given by
the clients. It is strongly aimed at a pragmatic resolution of the
problem (Mindlab approach).

Image
ward

5.3.4.3e:

InWithFor-

Source: inwithforward.com

What
It is a social enterprise whose propose is to make, test, and
spread social services & neighborhood networks. In homes
and systems. With people, professionals, and policymakers.
To move lives forward.
When
From 2014
Where
Based in neighborhood Burnaby Vancouver (Canada), Australia, the Netherlands
Covers city/neighborhood level governments in those countries
Who
Powered by
Sarah Schulman, practitioner and experts from different field
Run by
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The team is quite heterogeneous with skills from several fields.
Sometimes they create the team according to the project or
they gather skills from close associations.
How
Approach: 21 hunches
Approach: grounded change
Projects start by naming a perceived problem, and then spending time with people to re-frame that problem in terms of the
actual pain experienced.
People at IWF always start from an individual story to understand the problem.
Deep ethnographic methods and live prototyping
Why
IWF aims at a deep change in society being close to people and
coping problems that are not clear and immediate to define to
policy makers’eyes.
Business model
The new business model is self-finance ethnographic field
work. Then, they write-up stories and create learning packages
for organizations
Outcomes
New social services and neighborhood networks are crafting
new roles, new tasks, and new ways of organizing work
Impact on social capital
On bonding
They operate as a flat, interdisciplinary team.
But like any relationship, good teams need a solid foundation
and continual work. So they’re going to try build a basis of
friendship within the teams.
On bridging
They connect with people spending time with them in the place
where the problem is perceived. (grounded change)
Chief executives, government funders, and local residents mixing.
On linking
They invite policymakers, funders, commissioners, chief exec-
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utives, and frontline deliverers to join the discussion.
Meeting politicians - not just bureaucrats - during the fieldwork, and understanding how they see their role and define
the interests of their constituents.
Evaluation
Inwithforward differentiates from other labs for their practical and ‘human’ approach. They believe that people don’t have
to feel under a microscope but the key is ‘to spend time They
claim to be against speculative design and try to be a less theoretical as possible. This lab gives serious attention to the right
framing of the problem trying to think differently from the
usual.
Although it is not clear how they create weak ties among different citizens apart then common interactions through IWF
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SEOUL INNOVATION BUREAU
Seoul, South Korea

What
Seoul innovation bureau is a a cross-departmental innovation unit within the Seoul City council
When
from 2013
Where
based in Seoul, South Korea
covers city scale
Who
Powered by
Seoul city hall
Run by
58 staff members
How
Based on sharing economy experiments
Why
To build a social innovation-led government
Business model
This bureau is completely funded by the city council and
public entities since it is a public bureau.
Outcomes
Services and interventions for sharing assets.
Impact on Social capital
on bonding
most of the projects are under the direct responsibility of
the Mayor and it is the main referring point for the staff.
on bridging
The direct relationship with citizens is fostered through
interventions and initiatives to make residents and city
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council feel closer and on the same level such as allowing
people to record their needs in the city hall.
on linking
There is a big attempt to make citizens feel closer to policy
makers and able to interact for instance they have brought
the city hall in the street as pop-up space where people
could access.

Evaluation
This lab has a big support from the council and the outcomes are mostly experimental but successful. Most of
the interventions are aimed at improving relationships to
build trust.
Sarah Schulman, practitioner and experts from different field
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DESIGN DRIVEN CITY - Helsinki, Finland

Based on sharing economy experiments
Why
more user-friendly services in cities and participatory, interactive planning that teach us how to gain more understanding
on the needs of citizens
Business model
It is funded by the councils of different Finnish cities that benefit of lab’s activities.
Outcomes
Services and their improvement
IMPACT on Social capital
on bonding
the designers of the team are defined as city designers although
the Design Agents, who are all city employees interested in design, are also invited to be part of the team
on bridging
The direct relationship with citizens is based upon ethnographic interviews and observation. Although, a major inclusion is enhanced when focusing on a particular user group.

What
Design Driven City is a pilot project aimed at applying design
in the city r in public spaces to improve the delivery o services
and make them more smart and creative.
When
from 2013 - 2015
Where
based in Helsinki, Finland
covers city scale
Who
Powered by
Some Finnish cities, International design foundation and different university
Run by
designers
How

Image 5.3.4.3f: Design Driven
city
Source www.toimivakaupunki.fi/

on linking
Their projects are committed by city council and involve the
improvement of public services.
Evaluation
DDC has been a well-structured pilot with engaging projects
although their process is strictly structured and rigid not guaranteeing experimentation.
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HELSINKI DESIGN LAB, Helsinki, Finland
How
Strategic design.
Integration to provide a holistic point of view; Visualization
to visualize problems and relationships; Stewardship to follow
the project during the implementation
HDL projects has been testing a different approach, one that
works by pulling individuals and organizations towards their
vision
Why
Helsinki Design Lab accelerates the integration of design and
government by establishing strategic design as a core discipline in supporting governmental decision making and service
delivery.
Business model
HDL is supported by SITRA , the Finnish Innovation Fund
Outcome
Experimental projects of city planning and of connection with
the city of Helsinki.
Expert studios
What
Helsinki Design Lab is a mission-driven initiative concerned
with re-examining, re-thinking, and re-designing the past government system.
When
from 2009 to 2013
Where
based in Helsinki, Finland
covers city scale
Who
Powered by
Sitra, the Finnish Innovation Fund, to advance strategic design
that aims at: empowering society
Run by
Strategic Designers, Policy Makers, stakeholders, local communities

Image 5.3.4.3g: Helsinki Design Lab.
Source helsinkidesignlab.org

Impact on Social capital
on bonding
They spend considerable time within the team for the definition of HDL values or for internal workshop about topic central to Finland policies (ageing, sustainability, education)
on bridging
The direct relationship with citizens is limited to few episodes
such as a successful co-creation model for city planning, running a first city planning effort with broad citizen engagement
and other ethnographic interviews.
on linking
Collaboration in workshops of experts and policy makers.
Embedded designers: Through a placement program, strategic designers are embedded within project teams in Finland’s
ministries and municipalities
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Evaluation
HDL experience has been short but it left the recording of different interesting experimentations such as the idea of embedding designers into public structures gives the possibility to
collaborate directly with policy makers.
Most of the projects developed at HDL, despite interesting experiments, have some-time fallen into abstract speculation far
from people’s realities.
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THE STUDIO, Dublin, Ireland

What
The Studio is a design based unit embedded in the City Council
of Dublin with the aim to bring innovation in the urban frame.
When
from 2010-2013
Where
based in Dublin, Ireland
covers city scale
Who
Powered by
The city council
How
On street conversation, staff idea competition, beta projects
and 1% metrics.
Why
to grow DCC’s capacity to innovate and improve the quality of
its services
Business model
DCC is funded by the city council of Dublin
Outcomes Services and urban installations
Impact on Social capital
on bonding
it is unclear how the internal dynamics are arranged
on bridging
Their street conversations have been an occasion to deal and
interact directly with citizens and understand their needs,
thoughts and ideas
on linking
The Studio is embedded in the city council and it is committed
in measuring the effect of their experiments to present the ef-
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MEURIO - Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

ficacy of their activities and the level of innovation they bring.
Evaluation
The focus on experimentation and on the measuring the effect
of those experiments are make DCC an interesting best practices especially for weak contexts where policy makers are not
available to fund or support high risk innovative projects

Image 5.3.4.3b;
meeting

Meu

Source: www.meurio.org.br

Rio

What
The Network Meu Rio is made by Cariocas (Citizens of Rio)
who want to follow and actively participate in the city’s decision-making
The aim is to influence the creation of many public policies and
confirm the importance of people’s participation in the construction of city they want.
When
from 2013
Where
based in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)
covers city level
Who
Powered by
Citizens of Rio and professionals
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Run by
A team of professionals (mobilizers and communicators) dedicated to identify, create and disseminate action opportunities.
A community of volunteers sharing time, talents and resources
to enhance the impact of the network on different themes and
city territories.
How
When the team find opportunities for people to participate in
an important decision or can support a cause, they call upon
our network to act.
They offer open tools so any citizen can create his/her own
mobilization to raze in their campaign:
Why
To give citizens the right to be listened by policy makers and to
make them more engaged in public policy making
Business model
Based on crowdfunding. Meu Rio never accepted public funds
or political parties.
Outcomes
Different mobilization campaigns and collective.
Impact on Social capital
On bonding
The internal dynamics are not clear from the lab’s visible channels.
on bridging
Meu Rio try to offer citizens the tools to empower themselves
and influence on decision making
on linking
main actions mostly happen among citizens and then they are
brought to public servants sometimes with antagonistic relationships.
Evaluation
MeuRio starts from the bottom up, from few passionate people, to take in consideration the interests of citizens and bring
them up in democratic processes.
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They created a network among Brazilian cities which have the
same approach and promote the same tools. This diffusion
guarantees the legitimation and the integration of current and
future practices of participation.
Its quasi-antagonistic relationship with government doesn’t
guarantee a dialogue among stakeholders and the probability
of a good outcome.
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UNMONASTERY, Athens, Greece

Skilled individuals in collaboration working together with their
local equivalent and with common citizens. A highly diverse
network of social innovators, hackers, soft-ware developers,
artists, engineers, writers, farmers, designers, architects, gamers and activists.
How
Based on existing tools/platforms aiming to exploit what already works.
Why
It aims at creating a community of skilled people who can
bring innovation in the place where they operate.
Business model
Outcomes
to develop practical, tangible projects strategically designed to
feed both their local and global communities

What
The unMonastery is a non-profit place-based project aiming to
create social innovation.
When
2014 (Matera, Athens)
Where
Matera (Italy)
Athens (Greece)
city scale
Who
Powered by
Edgeryders LBG over the course of 18 months. And after termination developed in-to an international, community-run
social enterprise. The first unMonastery opened its doors February 2014 in Matera, Italy.
Run by

Image 5.3.4.3d: Unmonastery
Matera

Source: unmonastery.org

Impact on Social capital
on Bonding
For the group of skilled-individual living together for a period
of time in the same place has built a strong glue and interesting
networks.
on bridging
Citizens have been included in some event such as workshops
for kids or for some pro-totyping around the city. Although
UNM presence has been welcomed and gave an-other meaning to the place for as much as it lasted.
on linking
It has been funded by local and European institutions. Given the uniqueness of this experience, it may have influenced
positively the openness of some policy maker to some more
creative and international experiments.
Evaluation
Gathering skilled individuals makes sure that the quality of
outcomes is high.
Place-based ensure a better embedding in the city and an higher perception of the project from citizens.
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The ‘Expert in residence’ create valuable outcome for the territory
Everyone is given the responsibility of different projects
Un-mon in a box design the replicability.
Citizens involvement is still not completely clear
The pilot project lean on public funds, thus, depending on
them.
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UNMONSTERY:
Interview to Jeffrey Andreoni
Research question:
- How is it possible to create value and
change in a weak context?
Where: Athens
Who: Jeffrey Andreoni, organizer of Unmonastery, social innovator and writer for Ouishare
How: Skype interview
Questions about internal dynamics, relationship with residents, relations with policy makers
The interview in a nutshell
How do you deal among the memebrs of the team?
- It is difficult to deal with people with different backgrounds
and culture.
- Even if you have a tool to collaborate it doesn’t mean it will
work.
- An initial clear set of goals is important and some sort of
leadership.to avoid anarchy and impossibility to accomplish
initiatives
How do you relate with residents?
- Hosting open dinners to get in touch with the community
and local organizations
for possible partnership.
- Citizens are interested in the presence but they don’t understand the project.
How do you deal with policy makers?
- It is difficult to build a deep relationship with policy makers
since the lack
of funds and difficulties. Although it is easy to have face to face
meeting
-The fundraising addressed to interested organizations and
NGOs
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